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Weather 
Today: mostly sunny 
with a high near 60. 
New card will save students 
money. 
<? The BG News 





by Keith Robinson 
The Associated Press 
LUCASVILLE, Ohio -- In- 
vestigators found two more vic- 
tims Thursday as they began to 
piece together what happened in- 
side a cellblock held for 11 days 
by rebellious maximum-security 
prisoners. 
Eighty miles away in the state 
capital, lawmakers cancelled a 
House session in honor of the vic- 
tims and ordered investigations 
into the siege that left nine in- 
mates and one guard dead. 
Inmates at the Southern Ohio 
Correctional Facility surren- 
dered Wednesday during a sev- 
en-hour, televised broadcast. 
Five guards held hostage since 
April 11 were released as the last 
of the prisoners were taken to an 
adjacent cellblock. The guards 
were in stable condition Thurs- 
day at the Southern Ohio Medical 
Center in Portsmouth. 
Prisoners had asked for media 
coverage as a condition of the 
release. Authorities and inmates 
also agreed to 20 other points, in- 
cluding a review of living and 
working conditions at the prison. 
At afternoon briefings, prison 
officials said two inmates were 
found dead Thursday when in- 
vestigators began to sift through 
debris in the evacuated cellblock. 
Corrections spokesman Mike 
Lee said all inmates were ac- 
counted for. He did not know 
what caused the latest deaths and 
did not know the names of the 
dead inmates. 
Col. Thomas Rice, superinten- 
dent of the State Highway Patrol, 
said there was "quite a bit of 
damage" in the cellblock. 
"Mattresses and doors, any- 
thing you can imagine that would 
be in a penal institution, are all 
over the place," he said. Au- 
thorities had to "cut a path" to 
the place where the first inmate's 
body was found early Thursday. 
Prison spokeswoman Sharron 
Komegay said there were fewer 
inmates in the cellblock during 
the standoff than officials had 
thought. Earlier, prison officials 
said 450 inmates were inside. On 
Thursday, Kornegay said revised 
figures showed that 409 inmates, 
were involved, including the in- 
mates found dead Thursday. 
She said 129 of the rebellious 
inmates were transferred 
Thursday to the Mansfield Cor- 
rectional Institution, about 140 
miles northeast of Lucasville, to 
relieve overcrowding. 
A military explosives team 
searched the cellblock for booby 
traps and explosives. There was 
no word about whether any were 
found. 
Ten Ohio National Guard com- 
panies remained at the prison 
early Thursday, but eight were 
expected to leave later In the day. 
The remaining 185 soldiers were 
to leave Friday, said Gen. James 
A. Hughes, the task force com- 
mander. D-iring the siege, 800 
soldiers were assigned to protect 
the prison. 
Davidians say FBI started fire 
by Laura Tolley 
The Associated Press 
WACO, Texas -- Six survivors of the in- 
ferno at the doomsday cult compound say 
the fire was started by an FBI tank that 
crushed a propane container and 
knocked over several lanterns, their law- 
yers say. 
One survivor said through his lawyer 
that the scores of people who died in the 
blaze did not commit suicide, as the FBI 
said, but were caught in a fire that moved 
so fast they could not get out. 
"Those people didn't have the ability to 
find their way out; they couldn't see to 
get out," said Dick Kettler, an attorney 
for Renos Avraam of Britain. 
In Washington, Attorney General Janet 
Reno said today she hopes an in- 
vestigation of the standoff that ended 
with the deaths of the cult members will 
help in dealing with future incidents. 
"We're going to try to consult with the 
best experts ... on what could have been 
done," Reno told a Senate Appropriations 
subcommittee. 
Cult leader David Koresh and as many 
as 85 followers were believed to have 
died Monday. The fire started after 
agents in armored vehicles bashed holes 
in the walls and pumped in tear gas. 
The Justice Department says that FBI 
snipers outside the compound saw at 
least two cult members setting fires. One 
of the survivors told agents that as he 
was leaving the compound he heard 
someone shout "The fire's been lit, the 
fire's been lit," said spokesman Carl 
Stern in Washington. 
Heat-detecting equipment in an FBI 
helicopter above the compound recorded 
hot spots in three separate locations 
shortly before flames began shooting out 
of the building. Stern said. 
See Waco, page four. 
Students rally to confront racism 
by Chris Hawley 
local government reporter 
About 80 people participated 
in a march and rally Thursday 
to protest racial prejudice fol- 
lowing the federal conviction 
of two of the four police offi- 
cers involved in the Rodney 
King beating. 
Members of the Racism Re- 
duction Center said they were 
unhappy with the verdict and 
urged the crowd to fight ra- 
cism before it causes violence 
again. 
"That verdict was a sellout 
because they don't want an- 
other riot," said Anthony Gara- 
folo, a freshman secondary ed- 
ucation major. "Now we've got 
to work together against ra- 
cism — it's up to us to get this 
done." 
Chip Carter, a junior english 
education major, agreed. 
"These issues have reached a 
crisis point," he said. "We have 
to step to the problem and look 
at it before it comes to us in a 
way we don't want." 
Carter urged University stu- 
dents to confront racist re- 
marks, listen to the complaints 
of people who say they are op- 
pressed and stop ignoring ra- 
cist behavior. 
"If we think the problem's 
not  here, you're  wrong,"  he 
said. "Stand up and get used to 
[standing up]." 
Carter said the center organ- 
See Rally, page four. 
About 80 University students marched to a rally against racial 
prejudice at the Student Services Building Thursday afternoon. 
Tkt BG Niwi/Chrli lUwltjr 
Organizers said they planned the march and rally to defuse racial 
tensions following the verdict in the Rodney King civil rights trial. 
Pell Grant funds lowered 
Money unavailable for all to receive largest award 
by Julie Tagllarerro 
administration reporter 
Editor's note: This is the third story in a continu- 
ing series of stories on financial aid available to 
students. 
Students applying for financial aid may have an 
easier time receiving it this year because of many 
changes made by the federal government In the 
higher education amendments. 
However, although more students may now qual- 
ify for financial aid and award levels have in- 
creased for most of the federal financial aid pro- 
grams, students will not necessarily receive as 
much funding as they may have been able to in re- 
cent years, according to Conrad McRoberts, Uni- 
versity director of financial aid. 
Students applying for the Federal Pell Grant for 
the 1993-94 academic year may find they will not 
receive as much money as they expected to, de- 
spite the fact that the maximum grant award has 
Increased, McRoberts said. 
As a result of the higher education amendments, 
the maximum award available in the Pell Grant 
program Increased from $2,400 In 1992-93 to $3,700 
for the 1993-94 academic year. 
However, the actual maximum amount students 
will be able to receive for the 1993-94 academic 
year is $2,300 - $100 less than last year's amount 
before the higher education amendments were 
passed, McRoberts said. 
This is a result of appropriations legislation - a 
bill passed by Congress to reduce the actual max- 
imum amount of the grant after looking at the 
amount they have to allocate and the different fed- 
eral areas needing funding, McRoberts said. 
"What's going to actually happen because of the 
country's budget problems Is that there Is not 
enough money to fund [the Pell program] at 
$3,700," McRoberts said. 
This change will be a problem for students be- 
cause they thought they were eligible for more 
money than they will receive, he said. 
"The problem is that people heard there was 
more money available, but the actual grant money 
available is on the downside," McRoberts said. "It 
is vitally important for Congress to provide grant 
assistance [for] students to go to school." 
About 3,500 University students currently 
receive the pell grants McRoberts said, adding 
that the number will probably decrease for next 
year as a result of the changes. 
"The Pell Grant continues to be the largest main 
source of federal grants to students," McRoberts 
said. "But unfortunately, because of the changes, 
the amount of the grant will continue to decrease 
for students." 
See Grants, page four. 
Canadian hospitals 
open doors to U.S. 
by Jeffrey Ulbrich 
The Associated Press 
TORONTO - Attention Ameri- 
cans: Cheap, government- 
subsidized health care for sale. 
High-quality surgery at low cost. 
Why pay more In Toledo when 
you can get it for less in Toronto? 
Toronto Hospital, the largest 
acute-care facility in Canada, and 
the Hospital for Sick Children, 
will begin marketing their ser- 
vices south of the border in the 
next few months. 
And dozens of other Canadian 
institutions may follow. 
The plan's proponents say it 
will bring badly needed millions 
into hospitals chronically short 
of funds. Others feel it will mean 
poorer service for Canadians in 
favor of rich Americans. 
The Ontario government, for 
the moment, seems to be sitting 
on the fence, though Health Min- 
ister Ruth Grier says she does 
not support aggressive market- 
ing of services outside the prov- 
ince. 
Nonetheless, the province has 
looked at the issue. A govern- 
ment study shows Ontario hospi- 
tals could make more than $80 
million U.S. and create 645 jobs 
by serving Americans. 
Hudson's explanation of the 
plan is simple. 
All Ontario hospitals have ex- 
cess capacity, beds closed due to 
funding cutbacks. By bringing in 
patients and money from outside, 
hospitals will be able to open 
more beds, hire back staff and, as 
a result, shorten waiting lists for 
Canadians. 
Up for sale will be such high- 
tech services as bone marrow 
transplants at $80,000 each, brain 
tumor surgery, head and neck 
surgery and complicated catar- 
act surgery. 
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E.A.R. to the 
Ground... 
This week, Earth Day was celebrated for the 
23rd consecutive year. 
Thanks to clear-cutting of forests, toxic incin- 
erators, waste mismanagement and a propensity for 
tankers to spill oil into the water supply, there's a 
little less to celebrate about than there was that first 
Earth Day in 1970. 
This isn't to say we haven't been trying. 
Approximately half of all aluminum cans pur- 
chased in this country are recycled. Most of the 
major fast food chains have replaced their styro- 
foam burger containers with paper (recycled paper 
at that). And a recent survey taken in Chicago 
showed that the majority of those who don't reuse 
their reusables still want to and would if they knew 
more about drop-offs, household recycling hints, etc. 
We're living on a planet where people want to do 
more. Now, we all have to start working harder to 
stop the destruction of our planet. 
Using water savers, canning food, recycling, com- 
posting yard waste and working toward safer envi- 
ronmental practices are all ways we can stop the 
process now. And if you're a true environmentalist, 
then try your best to help your friend who doesn't 
feel that one more person not playing his or her part 
will make a difference in the long run. 
Or pretty soon there won't be any Earth left to 
celebrate. 
• ** 
"I believe that this museum will touch the life of 
everyone who enters and leave everyone forever 
changed," said President Clinton as he spoke of the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, de- 
signed to commemorate the six million Jews and five 
million others who died in Nazi Germany's concen- 
tration camps during World War II. 
Indeed, the exhibit is powerful. The gallery is 
!■ based in Washington, D.C., a city bedecked with stat- 
ues and remembrances of our great national leaders, 
military moments and architects of United States 
democracy. The Holocaust Museum, however, is rich 
with grim images, countless photos of the deceased 
; and roughshod wooden barracks simulating the 
- prisoners' "living" quarters. 
It's a sad, stunning contrast... but a necessary one. 
• Hopefully, the increasing number of people believ- 
ing unfounded accusations arguing that the Holo- 
caust is a myth can someday pay a visit to the mu- 
seum and realize that such an unimaginative horror 
did occur. 
In a world where similar atrocities are taking 
place - particularly Yugoslavia - the Holocaust Mu- 
seum will serve as an educator for those who refuse 
to believe and a reminder for those who've forgotten. 
Maybe then we can avoid the mistakes of the past. 
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Respond  
Signed letters or columns express the beliefs of 
the individual and in no way represent the opinions 
of The News. 
All readers are encouraged to express their 
| opinions through letters to the editor and guest 
'columns. Letters should be 200-300 words, typed, 
contain the writer's telephone number and address, 
plus class rank, occupation! major, and home towa 
Send all submissions to Connell Barrett, 
[ Opinion Editor, The BG News, 210 West Hall. 
Opinion 
The BG Nevus April 23,1933 
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" No AIDS. W OMMWII^ NJOT IN OIILP CARE., WELCOME TO /WERICA.1 " 
LW sib needed accessibility 
BG - A Colorful Place To Be. 
That was the theme for this past week- 
end's events for sibs and kids, and it was also 
the opening line of Mike Sears' wonderful 
column, "Siblings share quality time" (April 
20, 1993). His column, based on the percep- 
tions of his youngest sister during her visit, 
was a happy, warm-fuzzy piece which made 
me laugh - but also really brought out the 
differences between their weekend here and 
the one I spent with my 13-year-old sister, 
Allison. 
Allison is in a wheelchair. She cant walk 
by herself, except with the aid of a walker, 
and that is only an option for short distances. 
Already you can imagine the adventures we 
had! 
She arrived Thursday night, because I had 
to go home Saturday afternoon and because 
she didn't have school on Friday (NATO Day 
or Teacher In-Service Day or Good Friday - 
you know, one of those trivial holidays we 
don't get off). So, Thursday evening, my 
mom drove the two hours from StrongsvUle 
to bring a very excited young woman out to 
see her sister at college. 
I live in Rodgers where there are no ramps 
anywhere into the building, just several sets 
of those three decorative steps outside 
double doors. They do, to their credit, have 
an elevator inside, presumably for those 
students whose two good legs get weary 
trekking up four flights of stairs every day. 
So, with what developed Into a system over 
the three days, I would unload her wheel- 
chair, carry the pieces up the stairs, assem- 
ble It at the top, get her walker out, walk 
with her to the steps, lend her a hand trying 
to use the railing to get up those three steps, 
help her into the chair, find someone to hold 
the door open while I pushed her inside (be- 
cause if she did it herself, she would scrape 
her fingers on the doorjambs), wheel her 
Into the elevator and carry the walker my- 
self. 
Then, inevitably, once up to the fourth 
floor, she would have to go to the bathroom. 
So I would simply wheel her down to our 
bathroom, over the sizable bump from car- 
pet to tile, into one of the stalls, where she 
would stretch as tall as she could to reach 
the top of the stall, so she'd have something 
to hold onto... then wheel her chair out since 
the door wouldn't close with it In her reach 
Friday morning presented another dilem- 
GUEST 
COLUMN 
Janet L. Skinner 
ma (I mean adventure). I have class from 
10:30 to 1:30, and I try not to skip much, go- 
ing on the popular maybe-if-they-see-my- 
face-everyday-they- 
won't-care-if-I-bomb-the-exams theory. 
Even though Allison is 13,1 was not about 
to leave her alone in a building she couldn't 
get out of in an emergency, let alone use the 
bathroom. 
So  I  sent  her along with  all  the non- 
"She went with me later that 
afternoon to visit some friends 
in Student Services, a building 
with parking spots, ramps, an 
elevator... but no bathrooms. It 
has to be all or nothing, guys; 
partially accessible is nothing 
but inaccessible to someone in a 
wheelchair." 
traditional students' kids at the BGSU Child 
Care Facility. But seriously, folks ... I man- 
aged to persuade a couple of friends to do a 
little babysitting. (Thanks Dave and Dan!) 
She went with me later that afternoon to 
visit some friends in Student Services, a 
building with parking spots, ramps, an ele- 
vator ... but no bathrooms. It has to be all or 
nothing, guys; partially accessible is nothing 
but inaccessible to someone in a wheelchair. 
Friday evening, my roomie and I took Al to 
Berries for dinner. Since there are no handi- 
cap parking spaces by the dorms, we parked 
defiantly in the loading zone (didn't even get 
a ticket - lucky for them!). Then I asked the 
student who was loading up his car, parked 
in front of the curb cut, to please move, 
which he kindly did. Getting in and out of 
Chapman was fairly easy, as they have 
ramps and elevators. 
We were late for the 8 p.m. showing of "A- 
laddin." We bought our tickets for the 10 
p.m. show, and I made arrangements to have 
the elevator turned on so we could get in. We 
arrived at the "theatre" (210 Math Science) 
and took the best seat available to us - the 
very top one. This room Is all stairs, like 
most lecture halls, and unlike most movie 
theatres. 
From our lofty vantage point, Allison spot- 
ted the black counter top and sink at the bot- 
tom of the room as well as the periodic tables 
posted on both walls. She turned to me, abso- 
lutely disillusioned: "I thought we were go- 
ing to see 'Aladdin!'"She couldn't believe I 
had tricked her Into coming to a chemistry 
class. 
We returned to Rodgers around midnight, 
happy but exhausted (especially since the 
only handicap parking spots near Math Sci- 
ence are by the Psych Building) and parked 
in our own handicapped spot by the back of 
Rodgers. I went through the aforementioned 
routine in order to get her inside and got 
about halfway though before I remembered 
the back doors were locked. We depended on 
the kindness of others who risked getting in 
"Big Trouble" for letting us In the door by 
the elevator. 
Saturday morning we got up early since it 
was our last day. We considered ice skating, 
but Al was worried about running people 
over in her chair on the ice, so we chucked 
that option. In the end, we stopped at the 
bookstore to pick up a few necessities (exit- 
ing via the entrance since she couldn't fit 
through the check-out lines) and headed on 
out of Bowling Green. 
We did have a lot of fun, but it was an in- 
credible amount of work, and we were sub- 
jected to very limited options. The ADA was 
supposed to change all this, and I haven't no- 
ticed any improvement If this continues, 
next year's theme will be a snap. 
BG - An Inaccessible Place to Be. 
Janet L. Skinner is a junior majoring in in- 
ternational business. 
That's some pretty good toad 
First off, my friend B. was per- 
sistently complaining about the 
fact that his loft has to be down, 
out of his dorm room and out of 
the building by May 1. Yet no- 
body hinted at this prior to spring 
break when it might have been 
more convenient for his parents 
to transport his loft homeward. 
Now his parents must make a 
random, senseless journey here. 
B. was really dripping with 
consternation and grief. I mean, 
he was even flipping through 
some student code manual, at- 
tempting to find a policy that said 
the University owed students 
more advanced warning about 
these things. Did he find such a 
policy? I don't know. 
Secondly, I asked for column 
topic suggestions, and someone 
said frogs. So what choice do I 
have? Frogs It is and away we go. 
Cane Toads. I was given some 
Information about them in an ar- 
ticle subtitled "multiplying ma- 




Now that your interest Is pi- 
qued (perhaps), read on and dis- 
cover a whole new world 
Cane toads are these poisonous 
amphibians that breed like fiends 
and squirt toxic fluid from a 
gland on the backs of their necks. 
Don't squeeze one too hard - the 
stuff could fly in your eye, and 
you'd go blind. 
Also in danger is basically any 
animal that sinks its Innocent bi- 
cuspids into a cane toad. In this 
sense, cane toads are a real envi- 
ronmental threat, unbalancing 
ecosystems and all. Yet they are 
the most common and wide- 
spread amphibians in this hemi- 
sphere. 
Cane toads were introduced 
into Puerto Rico in the 1920s to 
eat beetle grubs off sugar cane 
fields. When this little plan a- 
chleved success, they were ship- 
ped to Hawaii, then other cane- 
growing Pacific islands. 
In 193S, some were packed off 
to Australia, even though Austra- 
lia has suffered from every new 
species that has been introduced 
there. The cane toads were no 
exception. 
Originally numbering 101, they 
soon multiplied into millions, re- 
sulting In a density of about 500 
per acre. And they didn't stay In 
the cane fields - they were all 
over the place, eating every- 
thing: Insects, mice, pingpong 
balls, each other. But they are so 
poisonous that nothing can eat 
them. 
This lack of natural predators, 
of course, leads to an unwanted 
excess of cane toads. So much so 
that Australians have been trying 
everything to get rid of them. 
Some communities organize 
neighborhood toad hunts - they 
collect as many as they can and 
then Into the freezer the toads go 
where the cold kills them quickly 
and painlessly. However, the 
most popular method Is still to 
run over the cane toads with your 
car. Then, desperate teens can: 
collect the cane toad roadkill, 
crumble up the dried skin and 
smoke it like pot. And if there's: 
no dead cane toads to be found, 
then they can always lick a live 
one and wait for a quick fix. 
I don't know about that, though 
What if you accidentally bit the 
thing? You would die. But I'll bet 
the cane toad would live on and 
lay 20,000 more eggs. It always 
seems to work that way. 




student government reporter 
In an attempt to bridge University-community relations and to 
get discounts for students at local businesses. Undergraduate 
Student Government is offering a savings card, free of charge, 
to all students, faculty and staff, according to USG Public Re- 
lations Coordinator Chad Luckner. 
The savings card includes 21 different businesses and is good 
until March 1994. Some of the businesses on the card include: 
Subway Sandwiches & Salads, McDonald's, Burlington Optical 
Inc., Finders Records & Tapes, Pisanello's Pizza, Shoe Sensation, 
Klotz Flower Farm, the Pharm, Ranch Steak & Seafood, Beijing 
Chinese Restaurant, Holley Lodge and Blue Ribbon Photo. 
Other businesses participating are: Cycle Werks, Varsity 
Lanes and Putt-Putt, Pizza Chef Gourmet Pizza, Rainbow Jew- 
elry Service, BP ProCare, Rapid Printing, Junction Bar and 
Grill, Randy Cce's Auto Shop, Falcon House Sporting Goods and 
Pills-N-Packages Pharmacy. 
USG distributed the cards Thursday in the Union foyer. 
However, students can still pick up a card in the USG office in 
405 Student Services Building if any cards are remaining. USG 
had over 6,000 cards to give out. 
The savings card is a gesture of thanks to all those at the Uni- 
versity, according to USG President Jason Jackson. 
"It's an appreciation service from the executive branch of the 
student government to say thanks' to all the entities of the Uni- 
versity," he said. 
Sophomore Chad Moore said he is glad to see USG directly in- 
volved with students. 
"It Is good to see USG actually getting out there and doing 
something that helps students," he said. 
Not only will the card benefit students, but merchants on the 
card will also benefit, Jackson said. 
"We felt the business community would be receptive to this 
idea because It will enhance their businesses," he said. "We are 
very proud of this program." 
USG has responsibilities in both the educational and living 
atmosphere at the University, and the savings card will improve 
one aspect of the living environment, Jackson said. 
Ice show features various talent 
by Larlssa Hrltsko 
human diversity reporter 
Ice Horizons, a skating pro- 
gram sponsored by State Home 
Savings Bank and the Bowling 
Green Skating Club, is returning 
to the University Ice Arena for 
Its biannual program. 
The show features a wide 
range of both amateur and 
professional skaters including 
Scott Hamlliton, a Bowling 
Green native and 1984 Olympic 
gold medalist, and Peter and Ki- 
tty Can-uthers, a dual skating 
team. 
"Everyone should take advan- 
tage of the programs because it 
might be the last opportunity to 
see Scott Hamlliton skate in BG, 
and the last time [the show was 
here] I heard Kitty Carruthers 
was thinking about retiring," 
said Joan Knape, a committee 
member of Ice Horizons. 
Furthermore, according to 
Knape, Ice Horizons is con- 
sidered to be the best amateur 
program in Northwest Ohio or 
even the nation. 
The main purpose of Ice Hori- 
zons is to showcase the talent of 
skaters of all ages. 
"One of our primary goals is to 
get kids involved and showcase 
their talent," Knape said. 
"The show is a very important 
event in all the participants' 
lives," said Marianne Mazur- 
Stewart, one of the three direc- 
tors of Ice Horizons. "They sac- 
rifice a lot of time and energy to 
produce a successful event." 
According to Stewart, the goal 
of Ice Horizons is to have fun, 
reward the children involved 
with the club and show others 
how talented the members are on 
ice. 
Practicing for the show took a 
great deal of time, and a large 
amount of that was devoted to 
costumes and scenery. 
The Bowling Green Skating 
Club volunteers, skaters and di- 
rectors come from all over Ohio 
including Holland, Findlay and 
Marion and also Plymouth, Mich. 
Not only is there a wide range 
of people from different areas, 
but the members are quite di- 
verse including Samuel Cooper, 
an 83-year-old skater who has 
skated in the show for years. 
The Ice Horizons show will be 
featured throughout the weekend 
including tonight at 7:30 and 
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. and 7:30 
p.m. 
GM Grad Program offers discounts 
by Tara Sluubs 
contributing writer 
Graduating seniors and recent alumni can 
Anally have something other than a degree 
to show for their years of hard work ~ they 
can also receive money toward a new car or 
truck. 
General Motors' College Grad Program 
offers a $500 discount on any new Chevrolet, 
Geo or GMC truck to a student graduating 
within six months or an alumnus who gradu- 
ated no more than one year ago. 
Although no credit history is required, 
Kerry WysocW of General Motors Accep- 
tance Corporation said not every graduate 
qualifies for the program, now in its ninth 
year. 
"One other requirement is that students 
have no delinquent credit," she said. 
If a student's credit is not acceptable for 
the program, he or she has two options. The 
first is to have parents cosign. The second is 
obtaining a letter from one's employer stat- 
ing he or she earns enough money to make 
payments. 
Students or alumni can either use the $500 
towards purchasing the automobile or 
toward the Smart Lease Program. With the 
Smart Lease Program, cars can be leased for 
two to four years. The driver pays for the 
portion of the car used, as determined by 
GMAC 
Anyone interested can stop by a GMAC 
dealer and take a test drive. With the test 
drive, the student or alumnus will receive a 
Falcon Fever. Catch It! 
free gift which includes a choice of a leather 
portfolio, electronic data bank or compact 
disc. To obtain the $500 gift certificate, de- 
tails on the free gift and other program in- 
formation, students or alumni can call 
1-800-964-GRAD. 
Wysocki said buyers do not need to bring 
the gift certificate to the dealership, but 
should provide a copy of the degree or a 
grade transcript. The dealership will contact 
GMAC to verify the $500 rebate will be sent. 
Melanie Prebeg, a senior social work 
major at the University, already took advan- 
tage of the program. 
"I wanted to buy a car and because of the 
$500 rebate, GM seemed like a great place to 
begin looking," Prebeg said. 
The Honors Student Association 
would like to congratulate 
Sigma Kappa 
as the 
Greek Chapter of the Year 
For Academic 
Scholarship   Contribution 
for their generous donation to the 1993 Tuition Raffle 
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The BG Ncwi/DenlM Hrabak 
Trying to figure out if "Pat" is wale or female, Alpha Phi sorority member Kelly DuQuin and Kappa 
Sigma fraternity member Steve Bailey ask Alpha Phi Shannon Mitchell if she would like to rush a so- 
rority or a fraternity. The skit was one of many performed In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom Wednesday 
night at the All Greek Variety Show. 
Grants 
Continued from page one. 
McRoberts said it is important 
that students continue to apply 
for the grant to find out if they 
are eligible for it. In addition, in 
order to apply for a federal loan, 
the student's Pell Grant eligibili- 
ty must be determined, he said. 
At   the   University,   the  Pell 
Grant is used to pay off the stu- 
dent's charges on his or her bur- , 
sar bill, McRoberts said. 
Any remaining money is given 
in check form to the student to 
cover expenses, according to 
Brian Paskvan, assistant director 
of financial aid. 
Although this money does not 
have to go directly to pay tuition, 
it is intended to be used for ex- 
penses related to school or basic 
living expenses, Paskvan said. 
Waco  
Continued from page one. 
But attorney Jack Zimmermann, who said he spoke Wednesday 
with four survivors and attorneys for two others, said all six say an 
armored vehicle that smashed through a wall hit the propane tank 
and started the fire. 
"One person heard someone screaming from the area where the 
tank was, 'A tank has come in! There's a fire started!'" he said. 
The nine who escaped left through doors or jumped out first and 
second-story windows. One person broke an ankle. 
"They said the smoke was so black, that one of them said within 
seconds he couldn't see where he was," Zimmermann said. "People 
were trapped: the building was falling down, the damn tanks had just 
destroyed the structure and nobody knew where they were because 
the ceiling had fallen in." 
Attorney Dick DeGuerin said today the four survivors he talked to 
told him "They couldn't get out, they were trapped. There was chaos 
and pandemonium at the last." 
The survivors, he said, told him they did not see Koresh in the final 
hour. 
"They think David was in his bedroom with his children," 
Guerin said. Koresh's bedroom was upstairs in the complex. 
De- 
HOWARD'S club H 




Fri. April 23rd and Sat. April 24th 
Reggae!! Reggae!! 
Reggae!! 
Video   •   Pin Ball   •   Air Hockey   •   Pool 
Panel discusses gender 
inequality in classroom 
by Jennifer Willis 
contributing reporter 
American girls are being 
shortchanged in school, accord- 
ing to a panel which included 
three University students. 
At the American Association of 
University Women meeting 
Thursday night, members dis- 
cussed the fact that schools are 
treating girls differently than 
boys. 
"Just a little over a year ago, 
AAUW released its report 'How 
Schools Shortchange Girls," " 
said Sharon Strand, director of 
the University's Writing Lab. 
"They found the effects of gen- 
der inequity in the schools have 
many ramifications." 
Three of Strand's English 112 
students wrote papers on gender 
inequality in the classroom and 
shared them with the group. 
Kendra Cashen, a sophmore in 
criminal justice, said she felt she 
had to explain her reasons for 
majoring in criminal justice to 
most people. 
"The curricula and 
instructional techniques 
in American schools 
tend to be tailored to 
white males." 
Kylee Price, sophomore 
communications 
education major 
"When I tell people my major, I 
get a wide variety of reactions, 
but everyone says 'Why do you 
want to do this? It's too danger- 
ous for you,' " Cashen said. 
Cashen also said men seem 
more involved in discussions 
than women in many of her 
classes at the University. 
"In my political science class, 
we had a discussion on what 
would happen if women ran the 
world," Cashen said. "The results 
of this discussion, which was 
held mainly by males in the 
classroom, was that women are 
too emotional and not individu- 
alistic, thus unequipped to run 
the country." 
Sophomore psychology major 
Kelly Grondin said she was 
steered toward teaching by her 
parents and friends. 
"Because I was a woman, [I 
felt] I couldn't go out and find 
what I wanted to be," Grodin 
said. 
Kylee Price, a sophomore 
communications education 
major, said bias toward boys in 
math and science was evident in 
her high school. 
"Often times if the females in 
the class had any difficulty, the 
instructor would simply tell us to 
ask the boys for assistance," 
Price said. "The curricula and in- 
structional techniques in Ameri- 




Continued from page one. 
ized the rally because its mem- 
bers believe the verdict may 
have caused tension between 
blacks and whites. 
"With the verdict coming down 
as it did, a lot of people don't feel 
it was just," he said. "We thought 
it was a good time to bring atten- 
tion to the racist tensions on 
campus and defuse them." 
The Racism Reduction Center 
stores materials about racism, 
assists in planning of educational 
programs about prejudice and 
provides referrals to racial re- 
lations experts on campus. 
The center's members meet on 
Thursdays from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. 
in the second floor lounge of the 
Student Services Building. Meet- 
ings are open to the public. 
VARSITY 
SQUARE 
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The African chief gave 
theToiedo missionary a 
spear for his protection 
because he had heard life 
in America was dangerous. 
What have you 
heard about 
Africa? 
Did you know the Catholic 
Diocese of Toledo is look- 
ing for volunteers to serve 
with its team in Zimbabwe? 
If you are: 





| Maybe you would 










Travel, stipend, training, 
insurance provided. 
Write or call: 
Father Bernie Boff 
Mission of Accompaniment 
1933 Spielbusch 
Toledo, OH 43624 
419-244-6711 / 800-9266277 
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U.N. vote on Bosnian 
events delays peace 
byTeddleWeyr 
The Associated Press 
TUZLA, Bosnia-Herzegovina - 
Peace seemed further away than 
ever in Bosnia, with the United 
Nations accusing Muslims and 
Croats of resorting to wanton 
murder In their battle over cen- 
tral Bosnia and its envoy receiv- 
ing a chilly welcome from Serbs 
in the Yugoslav capital. 
The U.N. Security Council, 
which has repeatedly condemned 
Bosnian Serb aggression, voted 
late Wednesday to condemn the 
Croat-Muslim fighting. 
The Council "is appalled by re- 
ports of the atrocities and kill- 
ings of civilian population in pur- 
suance of the obnoxious policy of 
'ethnic cleansing,' " Council 
President Jamsheed K.A. Marker 
said in a statement given to re- 
porters at U.N. headquarters. 
Marker is the ambassador of Pa- 
kistan. 
U.N. observers estimated at 
least 250 people were killed in 
recent days in clashes between 
Muslims and Croats, who started 
the war as allies against the 
Serbs. 
Col. Bob Stewart, commanding 
British peacekeepers on U.N. 
duty, told the British Broadcast- 
ing Corp. his troops witnessed 
"children held in the arms of 
their mothers and shot." 
"Whole families have most cer- 
tainly been killed," Stewart said. 
Cedric Thornberry, deputy 
head of the U.N. mission in form- 
er Yugoslavia,  said  executions 
and massacres were committed 
by both factions. 
The Bosnian civil war broke 
out after Muslims and Croats 
voted to secede from Serb- 
dominated Yugoslavia 14 months 
ago. Serbs have since captured 
70 percent of Bosnia, and Mus- 
lims and Croats have periodically 
battled over territory. 
More than 134,000 people have 
been killed or reported missing 
since the war broke out. 
The Muslim-Croat battles have 
fractured the central region into 
myriad fronts, further diminish- 
ing hopes for a U.N. peace plan. 
Lord Owen, one of the authors 
of the plan, flew into Belgrade, 
Yugoslavia, Wednesday to try to 
persuade the Serbs to accept the 
accord, as the Croats and Mus- 
lims have done. 
About 40 war veterans and in- 
valids gathered at Belgrade air- 
port and turned their backs sym- 
bolically as Owen passed. 
Some 100 people protested in 
front of the British Embassy in 
Belgrade, calling Owen "a war 
mediator instead of a peace nego- 
tiator." 
Owen met with Serbian Presi- 
dent Slobodan Milosevic, a key 
ally of the Bosnian Serbs. But 
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan 
Karadzic refused to talk to Owen, 
saying he had "nothing to discuss 
with a man who wants to shoot at 
us." 
Owen recently recommended 
air strikes on Serb supply lines if 
the Bosnian Serbs continued to 
reject peace. 
The Security Council has voted 
to impose tougher sanctions on 
Applications are being 
accepted for all BG News 
summer staff positions. 
•Writers, editors, photographers 
needed 
•Apply at 214 West Hall. 
•Deadline is 5 p.m. Friday, 
April 30th 
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Yugoslavia beginning Monday in 
an effort to force the federation, 
now composed only of Serbia and 
Montenegro, to stop aiding Bos- 
nia's Serbs. 
Karadzic later said he might be 
willing to talk with Owen, indi- 
cating he was concerned about 
signs that the Clinton administra- 
tion and some European nations 
are considering air strikes on 
Serb forces. 
"We take the threats very seri- 
ously since we know the Ameri- 
cans were not joking when they 
bombed Libya, Panama and such 
places," he said in a telephone 
interview with The Associated 
Press. 
He also said the Serbs might 
drop their objections to the peace 
plan if the proposed provinces 
were redrawn to give Serbs a 
"compact" territory in Bosnia 
and Croatia. 
International mediators have 
rejected that idea, saying it 
would reward Serb aggression. 
Meanwhile, U.N. officials an- 
nounced they had disarmed the 
Muslim defenders of Srebrenica 
and said a cease-fire was holding 
around the eastern town ringed 
by Serbs. Peacekeepers had 
asked for an extra three days to 
gather the arms, but Serb leaders 
demanded it be completed by the 
noon Wednesday. 
The U.N. military commander 
for former Yugoslavia, Gen. 
Lars-Eric Wahlgren, said his 
troops had collected all arms 
from the town's defenders and he 
declared it demilitarized. 
Pit bull owner arrested 
Husband allegedly used dog as murder weapon 
by Rich Harris 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND - A man was indicted Thursday 
for allegedly using his pit bull terrier to kill his 
common-law wife. 
No one has ever been convicted of using a pit 
bull as a murder weapon, a prosecutor and a 
specialist in animal attacks said. 
Jeffrey Mann, 36, of Cleveland, was indicted 
on one charge of murder. He is accused of or- 
dering his 70-pound pit bull, Mack, to repeatedly 
attack Angela Kaplan, 28, on Sept. 2,1992. 
Police said subtle clues led them to doubt 
Mann's claim that the dog's attack was unpro- 
voked. 
"The first thing that caused me to take a sec- 
ond look ... was the location of the bites," said 
Cleveland homicide Detective Michaelene Ta- 
liano. 
Kaplan suffered dozens of deep bite wounds 
and about 100 non-penetrating wounds on her 
arms. But she suffered no wounds on her neck 
or throat, typically one of a dog's favorite tar- 
gets. 
There also was evidence of a domestic dis- 
pute. The body had been moved from the cou- 
ple's bedroom - where the attack took place - to 
their living room, Taliano said. 
Animal behaviorist Karen Amoff arranged a 
variety of experiments to determine whether 
Mack had been trained to attack, would attack 
without provocation or could be called off dur- 
ing an attack. 
She said she could not discuss the results of 
the tests, since she expects to be called as a 
prosecution witness. But she said investigators 
found evidence of Intent. 
"We believe the dog was instigated and rein- 
stigated and reinstigated to attack," Amoff said. 
"He had let go and then reattacked. There had to 
be something spurring him on to reattack." 
There was no telephone listing for Mann in the 
Cleveland directory. Taliano said Mann had 
agreed to surrender on Monday. 
Mann is not the first person to be charged with 
murder in a pit bull case. A Chicago man 
charged in a 1987 slaying that involved both a 
knife and a pit bull was later acquitted. 
Prosecutors in several cases have sought 
murder convictions against the owners of dogs 
involved in fatal attacks. But the owners have 
been acquitted or convicted of such lesser 
offenses, said Randall Lockwood, a vice presi- 
dent of the U.S. Humane Society. 
Hubbard city auditor slams 
police car, charged with DUI 
The Associated Press 
HUBBARD, Ohio -- A city offi- 
cial has been charged with drun- 
ken driving after his car alleged- 
ly slammed into the rear of a 
police cruiser. 
Don Joshua, city auditor for 
Hubbard, a Youngstown suburb, 
was arrested last weekend. The 
charge against Joshua, 52, will be 
heard in Girard Municipal Court. 
No court date has been set. 
Joshua, who is unopposed for 
re-election in the May 4 Demo- 
cratic primary, was charged Sat- 
urday after his vehicle hit a 
police cruiser. Two officers were 
treated for back pain. 
Attorney Ronald Rice entered 
a plea of innocent on behalf of 
Joshua,   verified    insurance 
coverage and waived the right to 
a speedy trial. 
"I made a mistake and will pay 
the consequences," Joshua said. 
"I will face the medicine and do 
what I have to do." 
A breath test registered Jo- 
shua's blood alcohol level at more 
than double the legal limit of 0.10 
percent. 
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Call for information 352-9951 
"Long time ago, we 
pledged Gamma Phi. 
Remember those days 
now gone by." 
Congratulations 
Gamma Phi Beta 
Seniors 
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No luck of Irish for Falcons 
Notre Dame pitcher throws perfect game against Softball team 
by Mike Kazimore 
sports writer 
The Bowling Green Softball 
team stepped outside of leauge 
play Wednesday to face the 




was played as a 
make-up for 
their March 17 
twinbill that 
had to be res- 
cheduled be- 
cause of the 
weather. 
Unfortunate- 
ly for the Fal- 
cons,   the  games  might  better 
have   been   forgotten   as   they 
dropped both contests by scores 
of 3-0 and 1-0. 
BG would especially like to 
forget the first game as Notre 
Dame's freshman pitcher Terri 
HlghfiU 
Kobata threw a perfect game 
aginst the Falcons. In fact, the 
only Falcon that came close to 
reaching first base safely against 
Kobata was Rachelle Highf ill. 
In the bottom of the fourth in- 
ning, Highfill laced a sharply hit 
ground ball past the second 
baseman and into rightfield. 
However, the Irish's rightfielder 
came charging in, fielded the ball 
smoothly, and gunned down 
Highfill for the second out of the 
inning. 
In the top of the fifth the Irish 
batters were finally able to break 
through for a couple of runs 
against Jennifer Wolf. 
Jenna Knudson started the 
trouble with a two-out single up 
the middle. Then Wolf, bothered 
by a blister on her pitching hand, 
served up a meatball to Sara 
Hayes who promptly launched it 
over the lull field fence for a two- 
run home run. 
The Irish added an insurance 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
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2 bedroom, furnished townhouses 
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FOR FALL 1993 
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for our complete listings of our 
other apartments near campus! 
Greenbriar Inc. '. 
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run in the top of the seventh 
when Knudson knocked in Lisa 
Miller with an RBI single giving 
them a 3-0 lead. 
With a comfortable 3-0 lead 
Kobata ended her perfect game 
in style as she struck out the last 
three Falcons that she faced, all 
on pitches that seemed to be out 
of the strike zone. 
After the game BG head coach 
Jacquie Joseph was disappointed 
with the effort of her team. "We 
never really made a good effort 
against her," said Joseph. "Her 
go-to pitch is a riseball, a pitch 
that you just cant hit effectively. 
But we kept on insisting on try- 
ing to hit it, she just made us look 
silly out there." 
In the second game, the Fal- 
con's Lisa Mountjoy pitched 
about as good a game as could be 
expected. But, like Wolf, she too 
fell victim to the Falcons' punch- 
less offense which has been shut 
out three straight games. 
Mountjoy went the distance for 
BG, allowing just two base hits. 
Both hits came in the third in- 
ning, and neither of them were 
instrumental in the Irish's lone 
run. 
Instead, Notre Dame was able 
to score the winning run courtesy 
of two BG mistakes. 
Ronny Alvarez reached base 
safely to start the fifth when 
shortstop Tricia Askins' throw 
sailed over first baseman Julie 
Hudson's head. Alvarez was then 
sacrificed over to second, and 
then moved to third on a fielder's 
choice. With two outs, Mountjoy 
uncorked a wild pitch, allowing 
Alvarez to score the game's only 
run. 
Unlike the first game, the Fal- 
cons had plenty of good scoring 
opportunities in the nightcap. 
In the bottom of the fourth BG 
loaded up the bases with only one 
out, but couldn't find a way to get 
a runner home. 
Then in the bottom of the fifth 
the Falcons had a runner on sec- 
ond with nobody out, but once 
again were unable to come up 
with a clutch base hit. 
After the game Joseph was 
disappointed in the fact that 
Mountjoy had to take the loss 
after pitching such a good game. 
"You can't ask for a better 
pitching performance than the 
one Mountjoy gave us," said 
Joseph. "You have to expect to 
score two, three, or four runs a 
game, but we're just not scoring 
any right now and it is really 
hurting us." 
Montana starts 
over with Chiefs 
The Associated Press 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Joe Mon- 
tana drew back his right arm and 
threw his first pass as a Kansas 
City Chief  toanex-49er. 
Terence Flagler, a former San 
Francisco running back signed as 
a free agent, turned out to be 
Montana's first receiver as a 
Chief. 
"I had no idea who I threw to. 
Did not know," Montana said. 
"Getting used to a different snap 
count, a different play calling, 
Pets Welcomed! Pick Up Our Listing! 
Yes, at some locations we do rent to tenants with pets. 
• 115 Blackford, Portage (2 Bedroom House) 
• 142 Buttonwood (1 Bedroom House) 
• 203 S. Church (2 Bedroom Duplex) 
• 228 S. College (1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments) 
• 401 & 407 S. Enterprise (1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments) 
• These just name a few. Stop in for our complete list. 
yeah, it felt different." 
After 14 years and four Super 
Bowl victories with San Fran- 
cisco and two weeks of hardball 
negotiations between the Chiefs 
and 49ers, Montana finally took 
the field Thursday. 
"It really sank in," he said 
after his workout at Arrowhead 
Stadium. "It's final." 
The biggest smile on the field 
belonged to Paul Hackett, the 
Chiefs' offensive coordinator and 
Montana's close friend as well as 
former quarterback coach with 
the49ers. 
Hackett's main job this spring 
is installing the split-back 
offense that former 49ers coach 
Bill Walsh designed for Montana. 
Mavs hope to 
escape record 
The Associated Press 
DALLAS ~ The Dallas 
Mavericks best chance to es- 
cape the NBA book of Infamy 
could be Friday night against 
the very beatable Minnesota 
Timberwolves. 
It's the Mavs last home 
game. They close out the 
season on Saturday night in 
Houston where Dallas seldom 
wins. 
"The clock is ticking," 
Mavs guard Derek Harper 
said. "We don't want to be in 
the record book with the 
76ers. We have to win the 
10th game." 
Dallas has nine wins the 
same number the 1972-73 
Philadelphia 76ers finished 
with in posting the worst re- 
cord in NBA history. 
Chances have come and 
gone for the Mavs to escape 
the record book. They lost in 
overtime last Saturday night 
to the Sacramento Kings. The 
loss left Harper sitting at 
midcourt for a full minute 
after the game contemplating 
the Mavs' miserable season. 
"This is killing us," he said. 
"We've got to get this monkey 
off our backs." 
It's been a bizarre and bad 
season for Dallas, which 
started the year by firing 
coach Richie Adubato. 
Then owner Donald Carter 
got into a salary dispute with 
first-round   draft   pick   Jim 
Jackson. 
Carter signed Jackson and 
Adubato's replacement, 
Quinn Buckner, on the same 
day in March. 
Jackson got the same 
amount of money he would 
have received had he played 
the entire season. 
Also, Carter didn't get im- 
mediate help from Buckner, 
who signed a five-year deal. 
Buckner finished out the year 
as a broadcaster for NBC. 
"We've got some guys on 
this team playing themselves 
out of a job next year," 
interim coach Gar Heard 
said. 
Jackson has been the solid 
player expected of the sixth 
pick in the draft. His passing 
and scoring ability turned the 
Mavs into a victory threat, at 
least in their home games. 
"Jackson has played well, 
considering his late start," 
Heard said. 
"Sure, the losing hurts, but 
I try not to think about it," he 
said. "I'm a rookie and I'm 
still learning." 
Heard tries to find the ma- 
gic formula for a Mavs vic- 
tory on Friday night in Reun- 
ion Arena. 
The Mavs have fielded 29 
different starting lineups in 
an effort to find the victory 
bell. 
They will finish as the 
worst team in Dallas history. 
The expansion team in 1980 
won 15 games. 
Florida outlasts 
Atlanta 4-3 
The Associated Press 
MIAMI - Catcher Benito Santiago retrieved a bouncing pitch and 
tagged Otis Nixon out at the plate as he tried to score the tying run 
with two outs in the ninth, preserving Florida's 4-3 victory over At- 
lanta on Thursday. 
The Braves made it 4-3 on Jeff Blauser's sacrifice fly off Bryan 
Harvey in the ninth inning. 
After a stolen base and a walk, Harvey threw a pitch in the dirt to 
Terry Pendleton. Santiago ran down the ball, lunged toward the plate 
and tagged out a sliding Nixon. 
NEWIPVE 
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April 23,1693 The BG Nevus 
BG teams face Kent this weekend 
Softball looking to end run 
shortage, stop losing skid 
by Mike Kazlmore 
sports writer 
After dropping a doubleheader 
to Notre Dame on Wednesday, 
the Bowling Green Softball team 
will be looking to take out their 
frustrations on Kent State. 
The Golden Flashes, currently 
in third place in the MAC at 10-4, 
will face the Falcons for a pair of 
doubleheaders that will take 
place on Friday and Saturday. 
Bowling Green will enter the 
weekend trying to break out of a 
recent scoring drought and end 
their three game losing streak. 
During that three game span the 
Falcon's offense has failed to 
score a run, while their defense 
has been directly responsible for 
giving  up two.  Both of  which 
gave the opposition a 1-0 win. 
Bowling Green head coach 
Jacquie Joseph expressed some 
concern about the team's recent 
slide. "This three game losing 
streak doesn't help us going into 
the weekend, but maybe it will 
make the players realize that you 
have to score to win," said 
Joseph 
Last year, the Golden Flashes 
took three out of four contests 
from BG. That fact, coupled with 
the fact that Kent is right behind 
BG in the MAC should give the 
Falcons all the motivation that 
they need. 
"Kent is right behind us in the 
standings, and they have an 
excellent program which we are 
Baseball to host Flashes with 
hopes of taking over MAC lead 




aware of from last year," said 
Joseph "It will be a dogfoght for 
four straight games." 
Another incentive that should 
have the Falcons playing at their 
best comes in the fact that first 
place Toledo will be visiting Ak- 
ron. With Toledo on the road 
against the tough Zips of Akron 
the Falcons are faced with the 
very real possibility of coming 
out of the weekend in first place. 
Joseph acknowledged the fact 
that Toledo could very easily 
drop a game or two to Akron, but 
at the same time she realized that 
BG cant count on the Rockets 
losing. 
"We cant count on anybody 
helping us," said Joseph It's in 
our hands (the MAC title), we 
just have to take care of busi- 
ness." 
The Bowling Green baseball 
team will be looking to solidify 
their place in the Mid-American 
Conference standings when Kent 
State visits Steller Field this 
weekend for doubleheaders on 
Friday and Saturday. 
The Falcons go into the week- 
end with a 14-13-1 overall record 
and a 7-3 mark in the MAC, good 
for second place behind Central 
Michigan. Kent State enters the 
four-game set with a 9-5 record 
in the MAC, which puts them in 
fourth place, and a 20-7 record 
for the season. 
Charlotte seals playoff berth 
The Associated Press 
The NBA playoff race is down to one berth 
Charlotte clinched its first postseason appearance with a 119-111 
victory over Milwaukee, and Atlanta also grabbed a playoff spot 
Wednesday night by defeating Washington 119-98. 
The win by the Hornets, who joined the NBA in 1988, was extra 
special for Dell Curry and Muggsy Bogues, who have been with the 
team since it started. 
"I feel great for the veterans," two-year veteran Larry Johnson 
said. "We call Muggsy and Dell the originals. They deserve this be- 
cause they have worked their tails off." 
Bogues and Curry both played for the Hornets when the first-year 
NBA club won just 20 games. The next season, they won only 19. 
"When that last second ticked off, I wanted to keep the basketball 
and take it home with me," said Bogues, at 5-foot-3 the shortest 
player in NBA history. "We've been through everything, Dell and I. 
We've been here since Day One. We've experienced all the good and 
the bad." 
Johnny Newman led six Hornets in double figures with 30 points. 
Alonzo Mourning had 19 points and 18 rebounds, while Johnson fin- 
ished with 20 points and nine rebounds for Charlotte. 
Blue Edwards scored 20 points and Todd Day IS for Milwaukee. 
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was Boston 126, Orlando 98; New York 
105, New Jersey 74; Philadelphia 107, Miami 97; Cleveland 111, In- 
diana 95; Denver 137, Dallas 112; Utah 113, the Los Angeles Lakers 
102; and Golden State 132, Sacramento 105. 
Dominique Wllkins sank consecutive 3-point baskets 36 seconds 
apart in the third quarter to key a 13-3 run by Atlanta against the Bul- 
lets. 
Wllkins paced the Hawks with 30 points, while Doug Overton had 
17 points for Washington, which dressed only nine players for the 
game because of injuries and lost for the eighth time in nine games. 
Indiana stayed one game ahead of Orlando for the final Eastern 
C IIAIMvEvSTOUArAPTS. 
AND 
Jtm> AM MANOR 
• NOW RENTING* 
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to 
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 school year. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and 
water included, air conditioning 
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with Special Guest 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
and 
SIGMA CHI 
Saturday, April 24th, 1993 
at the Pike House 
Party begins approx. 1 hour after Beta 500 
Bring Invitation and valid I.D. 
Conference spot despite its loss at home to Cleveland, which won for 
the 10th straight time. 
Mark Price scored 20 points, while John Williams and Danny Ferry 
made up for the absence of injured center Brad Daugherty with 18 
each for the Cavaliers, who beat the Pacers for the ninth straight 
time in two seasons. 
Boston clinched homecourt advantage for the first playoff round 
and dealt a serious blow to Orlando's postseason hopes. 
Six Celtics scored in double figures, led by Sherman Douglas with a 
season-high 24 points and Xavier McDaniel with 19. The visiting Ma- 
gic were led by Shaquille O'Neal and Scott Skiles with 20 points each 
Denver had its biggest offensive showing of the season as La- 
Phonso Ellis and Chris Jackson scored 21 points apiece against Dal- 
las. 
Jim Jackson finished with a career-high 29 points for the Maver- 
icks, who have two games remaining to avoid matching the worst re- 
cord in NBA history. Dallas is 9-71; Philadelphia finished 9-73 in 
1972-73. 
Robert Pack had 20 points and a career-high 13 assists as the Nug- 
gets, embarrassed by a 13-point loss at Dallas last week, opened an 
11-2 lead. 
Karl Malone led a 23-6 second-half run and finished with 31 points 
for Utah against visiting Los Angeles. 
The Jazz trailed 79-69 with 4:43 left in the third quarter when Ma- 
lone started a 12-2 run that tied the score 81-81 with 44 seconds left in 
the period. After Duane Cooper scored at the buzzer to put the Lakers 
ahead 83-81, Utah scored the next 11 points to move in front 92-83 
with 905 to play. 
Benoit Benjamin scored 17 points for the Lakers. 
Reserve forward Andre Spencer scored a career-high 24 points and 
also had 11 rebounds and eight assists, lifting Golden State to a vic- 
tory at home against Sacramento. 
BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL 
SUNDAY, APRIL 25 - THURSDAY, APRIL 29 
SUNDAY, MAY 2 - THURSDAY, MAY 6 




irxMpWVMfttry owntd t Op*r*t*d 
{located across Irom Harehman Dorm) 
$24.95 
per night (or a single or double room 
Includes      • fcarly check-in and lore check out time-. 
• Continental Breakfast 
• Colfee available 24 Hours 
I MM ■•■►•' ot roo«. loilitk « IMi rail QBO    Xfi71 
ktmm wMwMt MM*"*■ d04"40f 1 
coupon al tfMM 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
APTS. 
1 •^eaf*)   vJlI per month Fall 9 or 12 mos. leases 
1 Bed Apt. - Summit Terrace* 
2 Bed 1 Bath - Palmer Ave.* 
2 Bed 2 Bath - Napoleon Rd.* 
* on specific buildings only 
We are offering a limited number 
of Non-Smoking Apartments 
at all three of our properties. 
Resident Campus Shuttle 
Office Hour      10
9*30 "sit. 
Extensions 12-2:30 Sun. 
call 352-9135 
400 E. Napoleon Rd. 
prepared for the Golden Flashes. 
In games through April 21, Kent 
State had a microscopic team 
earned run average of 1.9S, 
which led the nation. Entering 
this weekend, their team ERA 
had balloned to 2.04. 
Schmitz is aware of Kent 
State's outstanding pitching and 
knows that his hitters are going 
to be challenged. 
"Kent has got some great arms. 
We are going to have to be more 
agressive with runners in scor- 
ing position against them. We've 
worked on some concentration 
exercises in order to pick up our 
intensity in those situations," he 
said. 
"We are going to have to be more aggressive with 
runners in scoring position against them. We've 
worked on some concentration exercises in order 
to pick up our intensity in those situations." 
Falcon head coach Danny Schmitz 
Head coach Danny Schmitz 
feels as though his team has put 
last weekends' disappointing 
split with Eastern Michigan be- 
hind them. 
"That's all water under the 
bridge for us right now," he said. 
"We have to stay focused on the 
games at hand and be physically 
and mentally prepared to play. I 
don't think we were mentally 
ready to play Oakland on 
Wednesday, and we definitely 
will have to be better prepared 
for Kent State." 
Bowling Green had better be 
Hot hitters for Bowling Green 
include right fielder Jeff Corey, 
who is hitting at a .369 clip with S 
HR and IS RBI. Other Falcons 
who are hitting over .300 include 
catcher Travis Rasor at .372; out- 
fielder Jerome Kynard at .363; 
and outfielder Brian Taylor at 
.330 with 19 RBI. 
Starting Friday's games for the 
Falcons will be sophomore Chris 
Boggs (4-3, 2.88 ERA) and fresh- 
man  Jason   Tippie   (3-1,  4.00). 
Game times for both days are 
1:00 at Warren E. Steller Field. 
. Georgetown Manor Apts. 
800 - Third Street 
352-4966 
Summer/Fall vacancies. 1 BR & 2 BR 
furnished units. Free air-conditioning/heat/ 
^electriclt/water/sewer/trash pick-up. CompeUtlve rents. 
) Excellent location. Check us out! 
20 % Off All 
Graduation gifts 
with this ad 
pen sets, gold chains, 
watch, 14K gold jewelry 
142 S. Main St. 
352-1646 
"Why Haul It Homer 
SUMMER 
STORAGE 
At Buckeye Self-Storage 
Next to Bob Evans 
1740 E Woostec at I-75, B.G. 
NEW-OPEN 24 HRS • 
SECURITY GATE 
352-1520 Call Today! 
4 Month Summer Leases, 
May 1 -Sept. 1 
5x5\...$100/4 mo.   10'xlO'..$200/4 mo 






From Detroit, Michigan 
-These five musicians merge country's pure 
harmonies and spiritedness with the sheer 
physicality of rock, creating dynamic "Alternative 
country" performances rooted as much in solid 
songwriting talents as well as individual chops. 
L     SATURDAY NIGHT!      A 
IIKA      AT\      I IK \ IIKA     AT\    IIK\ 
104S. MAIN 353-0988 
The BG News April 23,1993 
Tennis team to 
host Denison 
The women's tennis team bat- 
tles Denison and Akron this 
weekend at home. The Denison 
match is slated for a 3:00 p.m. 
time slot on Friday, while the Ak- 
ron match takes place on Satur- 
day at 1:00 p.m. 
The Falcons are currently 8-9 
overall. BG has failed to capture 
a Mid-American Conference 
match this season in five at- 
tempts. 
Wednesday's contest with Ohio 
State was rained out. Last week- 
end, BG dropped two MAC 
contests to Western Michigan 
and Eastern Michigan. Against 
Western, BG was soundly 
defeated 7-2. However, against 
Eastern, the Falcons mounted an 
attack that fell short to the tune 
of a 5-4 loss. 
BG coach Penny Dean believes 
this weekend will help the Fal- 
cons prepare for the upcoming 
MAC Tournament. 
'The more competition we 
have, the better," Dean said. "We 
need to play more in order to get 
everybody playing well at the 
same time." 
In singles action, freshman Pa- 
tty Bank is 19-6 overall, fresh- 
man Julie Assenheimer is 14-8, 
and Kassie Hembree is 12-11 for 
the season. Bank and Assen- 
heimer are both 2-3 in confer- 
ence play. 
In doubles action, the duo of 
Assenheimer and Hembree is 
16-5 overall. Bank and Melissa 
Seely-Brown are 12-9, and Erin 
Bowbeer and Sarah Emdin are 
currently 10-10 for the year. 
Lipps returns 
to Pittsburgh 
The Associated Press 
PITTSBURGH - Free-agent wide receiver Louis Lipps signed a 
contract Wednesday with the Pittsburgh Steelers, rejoining the team 
he left last fall after contract negotiations failed. 
Lipps, 30, worked out for the team Monday after asking coaches 
whether they had any interest in him. The Steelers did not have a 
receiver last year who measured up to the mark Lipps set in eight 
seasons with Pittsburgh. He ranks second to John Stallworth in ca- 
reer receptions and yards. 
Spending your summer in Cleveland? 
We have full time light assembly positions available 
at our facilities for the summer. We offer good 
wages and great hours; both first and second shift 
positions are available in Eastlake, Macedonia, 
Mentor and Wickliffe AND your weekends are free. 
Prior assembly experience is helpful but not 
necessary. It's the perfect summer job for students! 
I Please apply in person, 8 am to 4 pm, Mon. to Fri. at: 
Wickliffe Manufacturing 
1340 E. 289th St. 
Wickliffe, OH 44092 
or 
Macedonia Products 
«146 Bavaria Rd. 
Macedonia, OH 44056 
Spring Time Is The 
Best Time To Find 
Ifour Summer Job. 
Everybody knows that summertime's a great timeto be employed 
with T.G.I. Friday's. Because we offer excellent earning potential. 
Great co-workers. Plenty of flexibility. And a fun, friendly style. 
Now's the time to learn more about our terrific seasonal and full time 
year 
with us: 
iu  a nit nin IU it.11 u uiuic uu i u i ciuui.M:adUH4i Jiiu l Li
' 'round openings. Come interview with us as we're hiring 
Tcperienced individuals in all areas of our restaurant. Come talk 
MONDAY, MAY 3, 1993 
At The Career Planning & Placement Center 
360 Student Services Building 
If you're unable to attend, you can apply in person or call to arrange 
an interview appointment. T.G.I. Friday's (across from the Cedar 
Point Amusement Park), 2003 Cleveland Road, Sandusky, OH 
44870. (419) 626-5200. We're a fun equal opportunity employer. 
EVERYONE ID0KS FORWARD TO 
FRIDAY'S 
Check out BUFF Apartments 
We've Changed! 
• All new kitchens 
• All new carpet throughout 
the apartment 
• Air Conditioning 
1470 and 1490 Clough 
* We have a limited number of new 
Columbia Court apartments 
£$K      available 
Greenbriar Inc. 




by Bob Greene 
AP sports writer 
KANSAS CITY, Mo.- tTFL 
quarterbacks continued their 
offseason, free-agent musical 
chairs routine Wednesday, 
with Steve Beuerlein signing 
with the Phoenix Cardinals 
and Bobby Hebert Joining the 
Atlanta Falcons. 
On Tuesday, Joe Montana, 
for years the NFL's premier 
quarterback with the San 
Francisco 49ers, was traded 
at his request to the Kansas 
City Chiefs. 
The Cardinals, who had 
tried to get Montana, wasted 
no time in signing Beuerlein 
to a three-year, $7.5 million 
contract. A fourth-round 
draft choice of the Los Angel- 
es Raiders in 1987, Beuerlein 
had been a backup to Troy 
Aikman with the Dallas Cow- 
boys for the past two years. 
"When Troy was injured, he 
was the guy that took the 
team to the playoffs and won 
a playoff game," said Phoenix 
scouting director Bob Ackles, 
who left Dallas to join the 
Cardinals nine months ago. 
"I've never really con- 
sidered Steve a backup quar- 
terback, because when I 
watched him with the 
Raiders, I thought he was 
their best quarterback at that 
time," Ackles said. "And then 
when he came to Dallas, I 
thought, 'We're very fortun- 
ate to have two guys who can 
start in the league."' 
Hebert, the starting quar- 
terback for New Orleans for 
most of the past seven 
seasons, reportedly rejected 
a two-year, $6 million offer 
from the Saints, who then 
released him. 
Hebert's agent, Greg 
Campbell, denied that, but 
said the deal with Atlanta in- 
cludes a $1 million signing 
bonus and up to $600,000 in 
incentives. 
"A big concern for us was 
keeping the quarterback posi- 
tion a solid one," said Falcons 
president Taylor Smith. 
"With Chris Miller coming off 
knee surgery, we thought it 
was necessary that we go out 
and sign another quality 
quarterback." 
The Philadelphia Eagles, 
who lost defensive end Reg- 
gie White, signed defensive 
lineman Tim Harris of the 
49ers and former New York 
Jets defensive back Erik 
McMillan, a two-time Pro 
Bowler. 
Harris, an unrestricted free 
agent who had 17 sacks last 
season, second in the league 
to the Eagles' Clyde Simmons, 
signed a three-year contract. 
"We're delighted to have a 
football player like Tim who 
has been as productive as he 
has throughout his career," 
general manager Harry 
Gamble said. "His perform- 
ance over the years certainly 
indicates the type of player 
he is. He's obviously an out- 
standing pass rusher who we 
feel will be a big help to what 
is already a fine defense." 
McMillan, who spent five 
seasons with the Jets as a free 
safety, signed three one-year 
contracts with the Eagles. He 
was selected by the Jets in 
the third round of the 1988 
draft and was the NFL's de- 
fensive rookie of the year. 
He earned Pro Bowl invita- 
tions in 1988 and in 1989, 
when he led the Jets with six 
interceptions. 
One day after obtaining 
Montana, Kansas City signed 
unrestricted free agent 
Danny Villa. The 6-foot-S, 
305-pound offensive lineman 
played in all 16 games with 
Phoenix last season, including 
six at right tackle, five at 
center and one at left tackle. 
Pi Sigma Alpha 
(Political Science Honorary) 
Presents: 
A REPRESENTATIVE FROM 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
The Clinton administration, public 
policy, fertility management and 
ecology issues will be discussed. 
When: Monday, April 26 @ 8:00 pm 
Where: BA113 
Please announce to your classes! 
For more information contact: Tim Newman 9 352-2044 
ZBTahiti 
Matt & Mugs O'Brien Doug & Shannon 
Jason & Mrs. Jordan   Mike & Georgia 
Kevin & Jennifer      Jeff & "I'm Hot" 
Chris & Christine      Mike & Felisha 
Mike & Karri 
Scott & Dawn 
Mike & Emily 
David & Bunnie 
Jeff& Kelly 
Ty&Lori 
Todd & Jan 
Adam & Joy 
Tom & Jodi 
Jay & Anne   Greg 
Ken & Susan 
Chris & Mikie 
Brian & Aimee 
Steve & Jackie 
Todd & Abigail 
Chad & Amy 
Bob & Joan 
Todd & Asha 
Chad & Jen 
& Julie Gil & Julie 
Cincy's Dibble 
injured in win 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Rob Dibble, 
who started the season with a 
perforated ear drum, now has a 
broken arm and will be out of ac- 
tion at least a month. 
The Cincinnati Reds' stopper 
was put on the 15-day disabled 
list Thursday, and the Reds 
called up right-hander Milton 
Hill from Class AAA Indianapo- 
lis. 
Dibble broke a bone in his left 
arm on a play at home plate in 
Wednesday night's 8-7 victory 
over the Pirates in Pittsburgh. 
Joe Kelly, the Reds' assistant 
publicity director, said x-rays 
showed a fracture of the ulna. 
Dibble was re-evaluated 
Thursday by Dr. Jack Failla, the 
Pirates' team physician, and was 
fitted with a hard cast. He was 
expected to return to Cincinnati 
and will be out at least four to six 
weeks, Kelly said. 
Dibble was 0-0 with three saves 
and a 7.50 ERA in six games. He 
was injured in the ninth inning 
when he applied a swipe tag on 
Pirates rookie Kevin Young as he 
tried to score from third after 
Dibble's pitch bounced away 
from catcher Joe Oliver. 
Hill was expected to join the 
Reds in Pittsburgh. He was 0-0 
with two saves and a 0.00 ERA in 
four appearances totaling seven 
innings with Indianapolis. 
Injuries plague 
streaky Cavs 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND - Cleveland All-Star forward Larry Nance suffered a 
fractured left index finger Wednesday night when the Cavaliers beat 
the Indiana Pacers 111-95. 
Nance, 34, played 30 minutes, scored 12 points and grabbed eight 
rebounds. The injury apparently occurred at some point on the fourth 
quarter, team spokesman Bob Price said Thursday. 
In 77 games this season, Nance is averaging 16.5 points and 8.7 re- 
bounds. 
Doctors at the Cleveland Clinic will check the injury again Friday. 
Nance will miss Cleveland's game Friday night in Boston against the 
Celtics, and his playing status after that is uncertain, Price said. 
Cleveland closes out the regular season Sunday with a home game 
against the Philadelphia 76ers. The first-round of the NBA play-offs 
begin later in the week. 
Another Cleveland Ail-Star player, 7-foot center Brad Daugherty, 
sat out the Indiana game due to tendinitis in his left knee. He was also 
expected to miss the Boston game. 
Cavaliers spokesman Bob Price said there was nothing seriously 
wrong, but said it appeared an old case of tendinitis had flared brief- 
ly. 
Daugherty played 34 minutes in Tuesday night's 105-81 victory 
over Detroit, scoring 13 points. Daugherty moved past Bingo Smith 
into second place on the Cavaliers' career scoring list with 9,522 
points. Austin Carr is first with 10,265 points. 
The 7-foot All-Star had said before and during the game that his 
knee was a little sore, but said there was no single aggravating inci- 
dent to which he could point. Price said. 
"He just decided to stay home and rest," Price said. 
The Cavaliers are idle Thursday and play their last road game of 
the season Friday In Boston. 
GET WHAT YOG WANT 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
"Quality Off-Campus Housing" 




640 Eighth St. 
•Summer Rentals 
• 825 Third St. 
• 317 N. Main St. 
• Campus Manor 
(505 Clough) 
• 313 N. Main St. 
• 701 Fourth St. 
• 615 Second St. 
• Rockledge Manor 
(840 & 850 Sixth St.) 
CHECK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES 
CALL US TODAY 
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE 
M-F 8 to 5 
SAT 10 to 2 
352-9302 113 Railroad St (next to Kinko's 
-&£&!%- 
Graduation Buffet 
May 8, 1993 
Upstairs Only! 
Reservations Required 
• Beef Kabobs 
• Fried Shrimp • BBQ Ribs 
• Fresh Vegetable Tray • Garden Blend Rice 
• Fresh Fruit Tray • Au Graten Potatoes 
• Hot Vegetables • Roll & Butter 
• Desserts 
ONLY $10.95 Per Person 
Call for Reservations 10am to 4pm Mon. - Fri. 
Regular Menu Downstairs 
No Reservations Necessary 
353-0988 104 3. Main St. 
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES. 
Classifieds 
April 23,1993 The BG News page 9 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
" WTO THE STREETS" 
We're vdunssering Dm* Saturday to work at 
David's HOUM ■ an AIDS Hospice ■ lor a couple 
of hours. Maal ui ai mo Union ai 10:2S am. 
Transportation n provided. II you plan to attend 
Of warn more Into, coniacl Becki al 352-8005. 
ATTENTION ARTS 4 SCIENCES STUDENTS 
H you are planning to graduate in August or 
December 1993. please apply aa soon as pos- 
sible In the college office. 205 Administration 
Bueriing.  
BOSU UNDERGRADUATE 
POP CULTURE CONFERENCE 
SATURDAY, APRIL 24,1993 AT 11 00 sm 
Come listen to BGSU undergrads presenting 
paPara about Pop Culture. Refreshments will 
beavasable.Toberieldm II2B.A  
Bus departing April 24 at 8 00pm for the April 
2S March on Washington lor Gay, Lesbian and 
Bisexual Rights Limited seating available. Slid- 
ing scale fee. Interested? Call The Women's 
Center at 372-2281. 
ELECTIONS 
Interested in having a position in the World 
Student Association ? Elections will be held this 
Sunday, April 25 at 430pm 11th Itoor Often- 
haur West. Come and be a part of a family from 
around the world  
O.S.E-A. 
1st Annual Picnic A Scavenger Hunt 
Saturday, Apnl 24 -1 pm -115 Educ 
FREE FOOOI PRIZES! 
 All Ed Mayors Welcomel  
PM ETA SIGMA NEW INITIATES: Initiation 
Is In Lenharl Grand Ballroom on Sunday, 
April 25 al 2 pm. Pteaae arrive by 1:45 pm. 
Sweatshirts will be available far S20. Cur- 
rent members are welcome to attend.  
Pi Sigma Alpha (Pol. Sd. Honorary) 
Presents: 
A    REPRESENTATIVE    FROM   PLANNED 
PARENTHOOD 
The Clinton administration, public policy, fertil- 
ity management and ecology Issues will be 
discussed. 
When: Monday, Apnl 26 # 8:00pm 
Where: BA 113 
For  more  into  contact:   Tim  Newman  @ 
352-2044  
REACH OUT'S 3rd ANNUAL 
RUM FOR THE HOMELESS 
This Sunday (April 251 h) at 1:00 pm 
Sign-up this week in Union Foyer 
or Day of run at 1230 at Prout Crosswalk 
Help aupport Habitat for Humanity! 
WBGU 
Attention DJ's: Show request forms for sum- 
mer and fall are in the studio. Please pick one 
up and fill it out il interested in a summer or fall 




FABEWELL SOLO PERFORMA NCE 
CAMPUS POLLVEVES 
FRIDAY, APRIL 23 
BE THERE OR DON'T 
SERVICES OFFERED. 
High-Tech Sounoal 1500 watts of music. 
Loud or soft We deliver quality sounds lor that 
special occasion. CaJI Kevin at 454 34 n 
TYPING SERVICES 
Reasonable Rales With Accuracy 






Student Service Parking Lot 
Saturday, April 24 
12:00 o'clock 




 Beta 500  
This Friday and Saturday' 
The last film of the semesterl 
Scent of A Woman 
7pm and 10pm only 
210MSC-S1 50 
Win a movie posteri 
Sponsored by UAO 
Attention Students: 
It YOU have found a Summer Job 
ON YOUR OWN that la related lo 
your Major or Career Goals. 
Come to the Co-op Office 
238 Administration Building 
to register tor: 
'Co-op transcript notation which: 
•retains your "ful-fime" status 
-lends academic credibility 
'Employer eval. ol your job performance 
'Permanent placement record tor 
employer verification 
All of these Senrlcea are FREE 
 372-2451 for details  
•"BRCGETDWYER— 
Happy Birthday! I hope you have a great dayl 




Remember to meet al the Beta 
bleachers tonight at 9 for the 
final sisterhood this year. Get 
psyched tor Beta! 






•irlng your own clot nee 
or buy eome from UAO* 
TIE DYE* 
DTD-BETA 500'DTD 
The Mystery Machine la coming! 
(And so la the All Sports party!) 
DTD-BETA 500-DTD 
DUPIPtHDUPIPtW 
Way to go PI Phi Mae Riders, you did a great 
job and It was fun coaching youl 



















The Brothers of DU would like to thank an 
those who supported our 43rd Bike Race. 
The Brothers of DU would like to congratulate 
Delta Oammaand the Phi Skj'e tor winning 
their divisions. See you next year for the 44th 
Bike Race 
Dene Upel km  
Coming Soonlll Sam Adams A Fosters on Tap. 
Campus Poll/eyes Also on tap. Warsteiner, 
LITE, Labbans, Guinness A Whitbread Ale 
Congratulations to the Crew Club officers for 
'93-V4 
President - Joan Yasenchak 
Vice President - Carrie Young 
Treasurer - Julie D'Amtoo 
 Secretary - Jute Anderson  
Delta Sigma Pi 
Lil Tammy. 
One more day until I can call you brother! I'm 
excited tor you, you'll do great! Always re- 
member I'm behind you 100% of the way in Ak- 




Secret LI. Tammy P. 
Good Luck this weekend at Akron. You'll do 
Greatl Rub tie pig tor good luckl 
Your Secret Big 
Delia Upel km 
The Brothers ol DU would like to congratu- 
lateMIke Platlllo: Brother of the Week! 
Pasta Upallon  
Do You Want To Be The 
Highest Paid Student Employee 
Contact THE BO NEWS 
at 372-2605 
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta wish to an- 
nounce their 1902 Sisterhood Award Winners: 
Most Spirited -Diane BJankschaen 
Outstanding Freshman-Jan Hanna 
Outstanding Sophomore Ingnd Mriler 
Baird Yocum-Laura Jackson 
Outstanding Senior-Amy Hamm 
Linda Redwine-Beth Anne Knackstedt 
Outstanding Non Exec. Member-Jen Hamden 




and Their Gals 
ALLGREEKTEA 
Food, Prizes, Gambling Funl 
FRIAR'S POINT 
6-9pm 
OK Campus Student Canter 




Mara. Kim. Melissa, and Bedo- 
You guys have done an awesome 
fob this semester. Get excited 
tor Initiation Sunday 
DZ love and ours. 
The Actives 
PI Beta PM 
Beta 500 Beta 500 
Get psyched tor Saturday! 
Good luck Alyaon. Jennifer, Wendy and An- 
SIGMA KAPPA • BETA 500 
Good kick to everyone in Beta this weekend! 
Go&gKepteamll 
• Sigma Kappa ' 
SOLD ' SOLD - SOLD 
Social Chair Melkeaa- 
WalryballwasWlDH 
We all want She Rah. Princess ol Power A her 
town on our team next time1 Thanks for all your 
spiitl 
Your fellowSOLD Members 
SOLD • SOLD * SOLD 
Eric, Stacy, A Committee: 
Way to -Conceive. Believe A Achiever 
The Leadership Recognition Reception was 
wonderful! Thanks for your hard work. 
•Your fellow SOLD Members 
TOM GORMAN 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
SAT, APRIL 24 
UAO- UAO- UAO 
Did someone say 
FREE PIZZAI7I? 
It al happens next week 
at the Education Building Overhang. 
WANTED HELP WANTED 
a! 














FUI ISLAND v3 
FUIISLANO'93 
FUI ISLAND 93 
DZ-DZ-DZ 
Delta Zeta's are psyched for Beta 500. Good 
luck team. Let's take home 1 at Placed 
 DZ ■ DZ ■ DZ 
ALPHA CHI OMEOA ■ AXO ■ ALPHA CHI 
OHM 
The Tradition Continues! 
WE ARE PSYCHED!!! 
ETA BOO' BETA 500 ' BETA 500 
ALPHA QAM • ALPHA OAM 
Get psyched for Beta! 
Good kick to our #1 team: 
Tonya Horn. Laurel Stusek, Tracy Gray. Kim 
Steinmetz. and Renee Ararat 
Watch out Beta, here we cornel 
ALPHA QAM ' ALPHA OAM 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ' ALPHA OAM 
Gel exoted Alpha Gams tor Beta I 
Keep the spirit up cuz AOD la f 11 
Our Beta team is the best! 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ' ALPHA GAM 
ARK Reggae Band is at Howards tonght and 
Saturday. (CaN 614-469-1189 to book band for 
Summer, Fall 93 and Spring 94| Iriel  
Attention Alpha Lambda Delta Members! 
AID Car Wash! 
April 24. beginning at Noon at Mid-Am 
WE NEED YOUR MANPOWERI 
Questions? Call Amy Moore 2-5857 
AZDAZDAZD 
Alpha XI Delta VIP** 
Keep up the super work 
Wetoveyou- 
Love, your sisters 
AZDAZDAZD 
Beta 500 April 24 
Beta 500 April 24 
Beta 500 April 24 
BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL 
S24.95 PER NIGHT 
Sun. April 25 - Thura. April 29 
Sun. May 2 - Thurs. May 6 
COUPON REQUIRED AT CHECK-IN 
See ad in this paper tor coupon 
and details. Best Western Falcon 
Plaza. 1450E. Wooster. 352-4671. 
BRING IT ON HOME!!! 
BRING IT ON HOME!!! 
BRING IT ON HOME!!! 
BRING IT ON HOME!!! 
BRINOITONHOMEIII 
StOMA PHI EPSILON 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
TOM GORMAN 
SAT. APRIL 24 
Chi O SENIORS Chi O 
Hey ChtO Seniors... 
Are you ready to crawl?!7 
ChiO SENIORS Crv O 
City and Country Antique Show/Flea Market 
Fairgrounds. Findtay, OH. April 24 A 25, 8-5. 
Admissions 1.50. Antiques. Indian Rates, 
Guns. Knrves, Coins. Jewelry. Arts A Crafts, 
baseball cards, cosectfolee and much more. 
KKQ • ALPHA SIGMA PHI • KKG 
Thanks tor participating in the Laff Otympiks 
last Sunday. Congratulations on winning tie 
Spirit Award! We had a blast being your 
coaches. Next year, tea promise to pick you up 
on erne. 
Your coaches- 
Dan A John 
PS Erin, your sweatshirt is being cleaned and 
will be returned to you soon! 
KKG 'ALPHA SIGMA PHI' KKG 
KKO' BETA • KKO • BETA ' KKG 
Hey Betas: Thank you tor the awesome tea on 
Tuesday We had a great Imel 
Love, The Kappas 
KAPPAS: MEET AT THE HOUSE SAT. AT 
10O0 TOGET PSYCHED FOR BETAII 
"YOU THINK YOU CAN.. PROVE mil" 
KKO • BETA • KKO • BETA • KKO 
SAE • DG • SAE ' DG 
The brothers of Sigma Alpha E paeon would Ike 
to congratulate Josh Pierce on his recent lava- 
iienng ID Delta Gamma Stephanie Olson 
PIKES' PIKES • PIKES' PIKES 
Thanks to Brian Levlne for an outstanding job 
this year as Pike Social Chair. 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
Many thanks toGeorf Beeecker tor his superb 
leadership as Pike President this year 
PIKES ' PIKES ' PIKES' PIKES 
Ruah 93 Era ol ChangeRueh 93 




Eva Marie Theater 
Ruah •> Era ol Change Rush 93 
Ruah 93 Era of Change Ruah 93 
Check out Fal Rush 
Intormaton Night! 
April 28.9 15 
University Hal 
Eva Mane Theater 
Ruah 93 Era ol Change Ruah 93 
KKO -SENIOR WEEK • KKO 
Sunday, April 25 ■ Friday, April 30 
Sunday-Senior Farewel Chapter t:15 
Monday-Formal Dinner 5:30 
Tins. A Wed.-Plxlee! (check forms! rm.) 
Thursday-Senior Roast (mock awarda and 
wtlle given A Paint the Rock) 6:45 
FRIDAY-PUB CRAWL!-THE ORIGINAL" 
Oat psyched for an awesome week Seniors! 
We will miss you alter gradual Ion! 
KKO'SENIOR WEEK-KKO 
Money Ordere-*.2» 
Pill N' Packages 
Family Pharmacy 
111 Railroad St. (Next to Kinko's) 
352-1693 
OPMA'B£TA500 
Good kick Tammy, Danielle. Kathy. Ann Marie 
BETA 500 ' O PHI A 
Omega Phi Alpha 
Good Luck To Our 
Great Beta Team n 
WFAL and WBGU Present 
COOL-AID: 








Gone Daddy Finch 
Ton 
Black Mnds of Music 
Sunday. April 25 - NOON-7.30pm 
Between Bookstore and Kreischer 
1 Female sublease* from May 10th to begin- 
ning ol August $300 • unl Close to campus. 
352-3887.  
1 female sublessor needed tor Summer. 
»160Vmonth on Third St. 
Cal at 372-1407. 
2 rm. apt. to sublet. Troup Ave. Easy walk to 
class-Avail, now thru 8-15. Move m now A lock 
lease for next yr. Peter 353-1445 Grads pre!. 
2 rooms avail, in house for summer. 
Close to campus $135/month 
Call Todd at 354-4754 
Female roommate needed 
to share 3 bdrm. house 
Call Robin 353-6935 
Gamma PN Beta is looking lor a house boy lor 
Fall semester. I! interested contact Annette at 
372 1400  
Housemate wanted. Non-smoker, own room. 
Summer A or 1903-04. $150 plus utilities Call 
Lance 655-3084. 
Needed 2-4 Subleasers for Fall 93 
2 bedroom/2 bath. 0 mo. lease. 
Call 372-3980 or 372 3992 
Roommate needed M or F  Own room. BG 
Village   Summer and/or Fall. $i75/mo.  * 
elecinc. Call Tony al 352 4030  
Roommate wanted to sublease for Summer 
Large bedroom $170. month 321 BE Merry 
St 354-7460 
SUBLEASE R WANTED for summer. 
Spacious apt. on Mam St. Own room. 
f 118/month Call 352-2227. 
Subleasers needed 233 W Merry 
4 bdrm. house from May to August 
Rent neg. Call 352-0400 
Subleasers needed tor 3 bdrm. 
house on 2nd St May - Aug 
Call 353-1908 
Wanted: 2 fun roommates to share house on E 
Wooster $160/month Own room 352 5068 
Staying in BG tor the summer? 
Gam valuable sales A marketing 
experience whSe earning money. 
Youl work flexible hours. 
make contacts m BG. and haveFUNI 
Cat Colleen @ 372-2606 for details 
Cleveland Yachting Club 
Head line cook, restaurant servers, busaers, 
Bartenders Start date May 15 Exdusrveyachl 
ing dub provides great sum. package Person 
al interview between 2-4pm 200 Yacht Club 
Dr. Rocky Pevar, OH 44118. 
Co-ed summer camp near Pincknay. Ml Is now 
hiring counselors A lifeguards Call Tracy at 
(313) 678-6626 for more into. 
COLLEGE PRO-PAINTERS 
Painters needed tor summer employment m 
the Toledo area Cal 381-0823 for an applica- 
tion 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn 
$2.000./month . world travel (Hawaii, Mex- 
ico, the Caribbean, etc) Holiday, Summer and 
Career employment available. No experience 
necessary. For employment program cal 
1 -206«34-0468 ext C5544  
Customer Sales/Service 
Summer Work 
$825 and up. Start PT/FT and may confine 
10-40 hrsAnk. Flex, schedule around dasssa. 
Start at entry level w/ career advancement 
available. No door-to-door or telemarketing. No 
exp. needed. College scholarships awarded 
Interview at main office and work locally Appa- 
rition into-419-886-1726  
Dancers - Now Hiring 
Must be 18 A over. WUI train. Can make up to 
$t000/weekly. Come see our show. Fireplace 
Lounge. Port Clinton. OH (410) 734-9051. ask 
lor Tom.  
DAY CAMP JOBS 
Girl Scout day camp near Cleveland/Akron 
area. June 28-August 7. Openings for coun- 
selors, nature apedalist, certified lifeguards, 
and water safety instructor. Cal Program Spe- 
cialist at 1-800-362-0215 or (216) 481-1313 tor 
application 
EASY ASSEMBLY any hours, $339 84 week. 
family of 3 earns $4417.92 monthly. 
FREEInformatlon-24 Hour Hotline. 
601-379-2900 CopyrlghieOH029452. 
I 
SV.-CALLING CLOUD NINE-SV... 
SUMMER NtOHTSare approaching fast 
But now it's WINDSOR, at last! 
I know this weekend will be great 
That's cause IVe got the beat date 
NO TKJGER, NO RABBIT, NO BEAR you 
see 
For this weekend irS just YOU A MEI 
 «,V   -f^lllkkaCtOUONINE-BV... 
EVDIAIV RIVERS 
702 4th Street 
•Now Renting* 
Furnished 2 Bedroom, 2 Car garage wVstorage room.        J, 
• 9 At 12 month leases available starting May 15 
641 Third St Apt 4        Resident Manager      352-4380+ 
♦ 
♦ 
Omega PtU Alpha 
Running With The Wild Ones 
Beta 500 
Omega PN Alpha 







Love, your sis tarsi 
Gook Luck, Slg Ep Beta Runners! 
Have the Pride, Strength and Determination to 
Win BETA 241 
From Spring Pledge Class 03 
GREEK WEEK STEERING COMMfTTEE 
Audrey, Jan, Kristin. Kevin. Elyse. Juke. Mag- 
gie, Meg, Tammy A Susan 
Thank you for all your dedication 
Love. Meriam A Scott 
Heading tor EUROPE this summer? Jet there 
anytime for only $160 from East Coast. $220 
from Mktwesi (when available) with AIRH.TCHI 
(Reported In Let's Gol A NY Times.) 
AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000 
HUNGRY? 
WIN FREE PIZZA FROM 
UAOS PIZZAGIVEAWAYI 
ENTER THE DRAWING ON 
APRIL 27-28. 10-3 pm 
EDUCATION OVE RHANG 
"FREE PIZZA" 
from UAO 
I! you lived In KOHL HALL on 1ST NEW in tie 
18»»-I0 school yaw, then you're Invited to a 
reunion TOMORROW. It will be al JOHN 
ROOT'S on 242 MANVILLE at 8:30. Come out 
and see all your old friends before you gradu- 
atel Questions, cal MIKE SEARS al 353-4526. 
INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES: ALL FOREIT 
FESS MUST BE PICKED UP BY WEDNES- 
DAY. MAY 5, 1093. YOU MUST BRING YOUR 
RECEIPTS. ALL SPORTS WILL BE F»4- 
ISHED BY APRIL 30.1993  
KAPPA'KKO'KAPPA 
Way to go Kappaa on winning theSPIRTT A- 
WARD at the Alpha Sigma Phi Left Olym- 
picall Let's keep up the spirit tor BETAII 
Kappa Dana 
Congratulations to Jenny Burkey on her pearl- 
ing to Chris Dusaeau. 
Love. Your sisters 
Kappa Delta 
KAPPA DELTA 
The staters ol Kappa Delta congratulate Amy 
Pabst on her engagement to Gary Carim 
KAPPA DELTA 
KDBETASOOKD 
The siswrs ol Kappa Delta wish everyone good 
luck at the Beta 500. 
KDBETASOOKD 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
11 TO 7 
the 
F»HARII/I 
DEEP DISCOUNT^%k. DRUGS 
at 1044 N. Main street 
in Bowling Green! 
OPEN DAILY 8 a.m.-l0 p.m. 
OPEN SUNDAY 9 a.m.-8 p.m. 
The BG News 
SUMMER HELP NEEDED 
Don't wait till the last minute to find your sum- 
ma* job. Fint coma, first aarva basis on our run 
time summar poiitions. Earn while you laarn 
business knowledge in an exciting, outgoing, 
molivarjng environment Begin @$30O/week 
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE 
 Call April 26 ft 27,35? 6106  
Reliable individual to oara tor 8 yr. old in 
Waierville Own transportation pralarrad. 
8760713. 
ACTORS PRODUCTION HELP 
Horror movie this summer 
 Can Tony 363-5066 
Babysittar/light housekeeper 
Loving, expandable mdrvid naadad to babysit 
days  Must nava good driving record * own 
car.  Hal   required   Good  pay.  Can  Mary 
352-6287 after 8pm 
Babysitter naadad starting In June lor summer 
Pi ima. Weekdays 3 children. Needs trans- 
portation 352-6372 alter 4pm. 
BUSINESS & COMMUNICATION MAJORS 
Summer work co-op. earn 3 hra. credit. Career 
training $470 per week 2 5 GPA required. Call 
ofticetor interview- 352 4135. 
CAMP JOBS 
Girl Seoul resident camp near Cleve- 
land/Akron area. June 13-Augutt 15. Open- 
ings lor female counselors, lifeguards, nding 
instructors, crafts Inatructor, 
naure'environmental Instructor. All of these 
positions also live with female campers as 
counselors. Also luring male or female R.N., 
nursing student or recent nursing graduate, 
experienced camp admmistative staff and 
cooks. Must live at camp, weakly time 0(1 pro- 
vided. Call Outdoor Program Manager at 
1-800-382-0215 or (216) 481-1313 for appkea 
tion ^  
CARING AND DEPENDABLE FEMALE 
NEEDED FOR CHILD CARE, FROM MAY 7 
TO JUNE 11. MOW. THRU FBI. 7 30 ■ 9 00am. 
$25/wk. Located close to campus Must have 
ref. Call 352 2192 between 69 pm only. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Sudanis needed lor cleaning rentals and mis- 










'f ares a/* cac n *w based en a roundtnp puchasc lor 
departures rron Cc*umbus, Cincinnati or Cleveland 
Nestnctjons so apply and taxes are not included 
Council Travel 
8 E. 13lh Ave Columbus, OH 43201 
1-614-294-8696 
Call lor a FREE Student Travels Mojannc 
April 23,1993 
SUMME R WORK E XCHANGE PROGRAM 
Work out west with host family Save $3900 for 
school. 1-800-533-7977 em 2587  
Telemarketing positons now available. Must be 
reliable and motivated Guaranteed U 2S/hr 
♦ commission   Minimum of 15 houraAveek. 
Evening and weekends required Apply Mon- 
day through Fnday alter 4pm at 113 N. Main. 
Ebaco Telemarketing Service 
The SO News 
needs an experienced typisirprootreader 
B typeset das.fled advertising 
Must be avail 11 am-2pm M.W.F Start Fall 
••■REQUIREMENTS"- 
Computer experience-Accurate ft Speedy 
Proficient Speller 4 Proofreader 
Apply at Student Employment 
Knickerbocker Building Services is accepting 
applications for lawn maintenance. Start im- 
mediaiely Call 352-5822. 
Looking lor experienced Macintosh operators. 
Will also be doing some sales at a progressive 
regional newspaper. Chance lor good suppli- 
mental Income or ful time rob Contact Jim at 
(419)242 9000. 
MEDICAL BILLING Do electronic medical in- 
surance claims processing from home or of- 
fioa. PART TIME or FULL TIME Company 
training. Initial capital required $6998 00 plus 
PC. Advertised in Time, Newsweek. Sports Il- 
lustrated. Nations Business, Financial World. 
Kippiinger. Money. Fortune. US News. For 
more information by maa call (803) 720-7340 
(24 hours. 7 days a week). 
Need Summer Cash? DonT even leave the 
beach. Be creative 4 find different ways to sell 
the coolest suntan lotion. ITS so unique It sells 
itaelfl Make over $100.00 lor every box you 
sol Call (212) 675-9535 Nowl 
Phi Kappa Psi is looking for a house girl tor Fall 
semester ol next year. II interested call 
372-4639 
RED ROOF INNS 
RESERVATION SALES AGENTS 
The Reservation Center located at the corpor- 
ate office in Milliard. Ohio, is currently accept- 
ing applications. Seasonal day and evening 
positions are available. Both shifts include a 
Saturday or Sunday commitment. We offer 
paid training and a competitive starting salary. 
If you are cordial, friendly, and enjoy talking on 
the phone, call. 
(614) 876-3320 or (614) 876-3372 
Monday-Friday. 8am-5pm 
4355 Davidson fid. 
Hilliard. Ohio 43026 
SKI 6 WORK  IN COLORADO NEXT WIN 
TERM 
CRESTED BUTTE MOUNTAIN RESORT IS 
COMING AGAIN TO RECRUIT FOR OUR 
STUDENT EMPLOYEE PROGRAM $500 
SCHOLARSHIP. $5/HOUR. A FREE UNLI- 
MITED SKI PASS. HOUSING,...AND MUCH 
MORE I VARIOUS POSITIONS AVAILABLE. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE AT- 
TEND OUR INFORMATIONAL PRESEN- 
TATION HELD AT 7:00PM ON MONDAY 
APRIL 26 IN ROOM 102 BA BLDG OR CON- 
TACT OUR SPONSOR - STUDENT COOP 
OFFICE WEAREANE.O.E. 
FOR SALE 
•84 VW Rabbit desal 
Arc. AM FM cassette - 4 door, 4 spd. Exc. 
condition. Call 352-8369. 
9? IRE K 850 Mountain Bike 
20" frame, onza bar ends, very dean 
$350- Rob: 353-3715 
1979 BLACK CJ-5 JEEP 
BRAND NEW SO-SERIES TIRES 
ASKING $1500. CALL 372-5395 
400 Watt Microwave oven 
Works like a champ - $30 
352-0964 
87 Honda CBR 600. Excellent condition. Ask- 
lng$3000. Call Vinnie at 354 8302. 
Carver TFM-2S Amplifier  $375 
Carver CT-7 Preampliller - $275 
Carver BOMBS 5 CD Changer - $275 
Cerwin Vega AT-15 Speakers   $3 75 
Call Joe at 353-0229 
Double toft, white.  Are retardant   $125 neg. 
Must sell ASAP. Cat Juse at 372-4069. 
FOR SALE 
SINGLE LOFT $50 
CALL AJ-372 3751 
HARO freestyle bike. 
AakforTom.354-6190. 
JVC Dual Tape Deck $40 
JVC CD Player - $70 
JVC Turntable • $25 
'    JVCTuner-$25 
Call Tim   413516412 
Modem Cardinal 2400 brand new $100 OBO. 
Computer desk, ex condition. $60 060. 
352-4599 anytime after 2:30 M-F. Mke. 
Moving Salal 1982 wht. Buick Regal, good 
oond. re-built engine. $950. neg. Complete 
dblep bed. TV w/ remote, love seat 6 chair. 
Call 353-2600.  
MOVING SALE III 
Sola bed. $100 
Antique Ink Well Desk. 1914 Candlesticks 
Music cassettes - all types - $3 00 
Bookshelves. Native American Paintings 
Saturday. 9-5. Sunday, Noon 5 
Call 353-9207 
2 Female subieasers desperately needed for 
'93-94 school year. Furnished apartment w/ 
basement. Call 2-1787 or 2 1784.  
Apartment tor rent: Huge 2 bedroom, furnished 
apartment w/ spiral staircase. 2 car garage. 
laundry facility in Wong. Extra storage room, 




Grads 12 month lease 
704 FIFTH 
9 mo . 12 mo., 4 summer leases 
710 SEVENTH 
12 month leases 
352-3445 
Apartmenta - Clean, spacious. 2 bdrm, turn, 
w'dishwasher. Most utilities paid. Call 
354-O40I or 823«M 5 for info. 
Buckeye Self-Storage 
Summer Storage Units Available. Many sizes 
Why haul it home? Call 352 1520 
Cany Rentals - 352-7365 
2 and 6 bdrm. apis 93-94 school year. 
94i2mo leases available 
Reasonable Summer rates avail also. 
Oflice located at 316 E Merry (3. 
Hours: 10-5. Call for mloorappt. 
CARTY RENTALS •" 352-7365 
Reasonable Summer rentals. 
 Apartments 4 single rooms.  
Carty Rentals' 352-7365 
Single room s for rent. 
Starting at $190/mo. ind. all uol. 
Campus area. 2 bdrm. 
apt. Off street parking 
354-1790  
1 or 2 subieasers needed tor summer. 1 bdrm., 
A/C, electric only, close to campus. Call leave 
message 353-7016 
CHEAP. Subteaae May III Aug. 2 brm. w' 
AC. Call 353-6804. 
Close to campus. Downstairs 3 br. 4 people. 
$175 each. Call 352-4565 
Female lor Summer. Available May 10. Good 
rate. Close to campus A bars. Own room. 
Amy 352-9247. 
Female subleaser needed July-Aug. On Manvi- 
lie - 1 block Iran campus. $125 neg. Call 
353-1631. Ask for Jen or Krlaeh. 
Furnished house 1 block from campus. 1-2 fe- 
males needed lor summer. Reasonable rent. 
Call Deb or Lon at 352-6720. 
House for rent 632 Third St. 
93-94 school year. 3 bedroom. 
363-3983. 
Houses lor Rent 
12 mo. leaaea - May or Aug. 
Tenant pays utilities • 1 mo. dap. 
734 Elm.. 4 bdrm.. 2 bath. $700/Aug. 
316 Ridge. 2 bdrm .$440/May 
Call after 5pm ONLY. 352-2330 or 354-2854 
Houses, 1 ft 2 bdrm. apis 
9 month, year and summer leases. 
 352-7454 
R.E. Management 
"Quality Oft-Campus Housing" 
113 Railroad SL 
(next to Kmko's) 
162-9302 
Stop in lor a complete 
Summer ft Fall Housing Listl 
Rooms avail, to grad. students in BG home 
Call 352-1631 or 354-6701.  
Special Spring Rates 
Spring semester leases. 
2 blocks away. pool, dubhouse 
Village Green Apartments 
354-3533 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
319 E. Wooster (across from Taco Bell) 
354-2260 
HOUSES FOR RENT 
May 16.1993 noon to May 7.1994 noon. 
7221/2Elm i bdrm. limit 1 person. 
2I9E. Evers-1 bdrm.limit2people 
140 1/2 Manville-2 bdrm. limits. 
722 Eighth St.-3 brrjm. limit 3 people. 
117 Georgia-4 bdrm. limit 3 people. 
715 Second-3 bdrm. limit 3 people. 
232 Lehman-3 bdrm duplex. Family or 3. 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom apartment located at 
215 E Poe Rd Very spacious. 
Unfu.nlahed $300/mo. Can be furnished 
0 $3io/mo. Will leeae June 1 or Aug. 16 
Call for Information U3-36O0 
1 or ? nodded tor apl, across from Club H. own 
bdrm. AC, $166/mo. util pd 175 1/2 N. Main 
SL Apt. B (left ai top of SUMS), over 21 prfrd 
Come in late afternoon or evening. 
1 Summer suNeaser needed for E. Wooster 
house. Own bedroom. May rent will be paid. 
$81/month* utilities. Call Scott 353-5925. 
12 month leases starting May 15.1993: 
609 Fifth St. • 2 Br. House $420 • Util. 
613 Fifth St. - 2 Br. House-$550 . Util. 
Steve Smith-352-8917 
2 bdrm apt. • $450 Summer 
1 bdrm. apt. - $2S0/mo • heat. yr. lease 
Only 2 blocks from campus. 633-7666. 
Unfurnished. 
2 bedroom apt. located et 642 S. College 
Recently remodeled. Available May ISih. 
$450/mo. Call For details 383-6»00. 
1 or 2 subieasers needed for summer Free 
electric, own room, across from campus on 
Wooster, 5 houses from Muggs. Rent 
$160/month. 363-8214. 
FALL/SUMMER RENTALS 
Georgetown Manor - 600 Third St. 
352-4966 
Excellent location, fully furnished. 
air conditioned, competitive rales. 
Check us out before you rent. 
Call 352-4966 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
319 E. Wooster St. 
(across from Taco Bell) 
SUMMER ft FALL RENTALS 




M/F roommate needed to share house: 
Washer/dryer, Hot tub. own room, dose to 
campus.   $150   available   May   5th    Call 
352 1939  
Need 2 people lo sublease 2 bdrm apt 
Anytime• Sept 1.$2S0/mo. ♦util. 
Call 352-2219. 
Sublessor needed for summer. University 
Village $212 50/monfh. Please call Angle or 
Dawns? 3530060.  
Summer Apartment Sublease 
2bdrm..A/C Close to campus 
Make us an offeil 353-3407  
Summer subieasers needed for HOUSE I 
2 blocks from campus. $134/mo. • util. 
 Call Jared or John 372-6782  
Summer aubleaeer needed. 
M.y-August 
$100amonth 
Your own bedroom 
 154-6939, aek lor Bill W.  
Summer sublease - $275 » util. 
Upper floor of 2 story house. 
 352-6047. 
SUMMER RENT 
APT. ON S. COLLEGE CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
 CALL APRIL 352-8553.  
Quiet, unfurnished,  1  bedroom,  apartment 
available   8/18.   $270/month   .   utilities. 
Nonsmoking. Prefer grad. 354-2554. 
THE HIGHLANDS 
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS 
Now leasing for Summer and Fall 1 A 2 bdrma, 
quiet, spacious, comfortable w/ caring man- 
agement. A/C ft on site maintenance. Gradu- 
ates or serious students. Call Mike at 
354-6036,11-6 pm. 
Unfurnished efficiency available June 1 et 
or August 15th. ONLY $205/mo. Util N lea 
are paid. Located at 218 E. Poe Rd. 













Call »36-3701 for 
reservation 
• Abortion through 
20 weeks 




16 N. Huron 
Toledo. Oh. 43604 
Phone 
(419) 255-7769 or 
1-800 589 6005 
'Kappa (DeCta 
White %gse formal 
(Miss "Peggy Miller escorted by Mr. Craig "Rice 
Miss Kristin Clark_escortedby Mr. "Dave Sluss 
Miss Jennifer 'Binder escorted By Mr. Anthony Tatarcczuk. 
Miss Micki Reynolds escorted by Mr. Adam Ryan 
Miss Tiffany Swift escorted by Mr. Chad Hermandorfer 
Miss Jennifer Lang escorted by Mr. "William (Howard 
Miss Qrctchen Mimes escorted by Mr. "PaulMorgan 
Miss Eylse Middle ton escorted by Mr. Shane "Peck. 
Miss Qeorgia Morgan escorted by Mr. "Brian Minchew 
Miss Sue Pettit escorted by Mr. Mikt Segno 
Miss Tammy Johnson escorted by Mr. Tyrone Riid 
Miss "Xfithy "Peters escorted by Mr. 'Kenyan "Broadbent 
Miss (Heather Coffee escorted by Mr. Sorin Cioca 
Miss TQisty Outcult escorted by Mr. Jeff Merrill 
Miss Sue Kapp escorted by Mr. Qreg Kurtz 
Miss Amy (Hoychick_escorte by Mr. Matt Lipinslcj 
Miss Jenny "Ross escorted by Mr. "trie Tatum 
Miss Tiffany Jletcher escorted by Mr. Scott Sherwood 
Miss leather Rpss escorted by Mr. Tim Jackson 
Miss Tracy James escorted by Mr. "Brandon "Hfftl 
Miss MeUsa Cox, escorted by Mr. Aaron Ray 
Miss Jenny "Burkty escorted by Mr. Christopher "Dusseau 
Miss Sue Qrtenidgc escorted by Mr. Rpb Sawyer 
Miss Lori "Bennitujhoff escorted by Mr. AlexSharicfc, 
Miss Mariann Qhazal escorted by Mr. Jeff foster 
Miss "Betsy "Peach escorted by Mr. RjckJBolish 
Miss Maureen Simpson escorted by Mr. "Don Casper 
Miss Jennifer Cjalbraith escorted by Mr. Stuart Hudson 
Miss "H$cole Ortlepp escorted by Mr. "Dave Stuart 
Miss Michelle Quinn escorted by Mr. Pete Rpche 
Miss "Kjistal "Redden escorted by Mr. Larry (Hollar 
Miss Stephanie Hamilton escorted by Mr. John (Hornsby 
Miss Jen Tarr escorted by Mr. Aaron Chopin 
Miss Michelle Qioffre escorted by MrMichaelLepard 
Miss Libby Lunz escorted by Mr. Thad Schilling 
Miss Katcrina "Brennan escorted by Mr. "DavidSkgggs 
Miss Maureen McDonald escorted by Mr. "Dan Simon 
Miss Jamesina young escorted by Mr. Miki "Briehl 
Miss "Wendy Thomas escorted by Mr. "Zru\_Ortwig 
Miss Michelle Conned escorted by Mr. "Kpry Conrad 
Miss Carrie "Emerson escorted by Mr. "Brian Saks 
Miss Laura Sandys escorted by Mr. "Brian "Rgbinson 
Miss Tammy Tindira escorted by Mr. "Ryan (Honeymoon 
Miss Meridith McCrackfn escorted by Mr. "Brian T^ekamp 
Miss "Kitty Adams escorted by Mr. "Braddaypool 
Miss Jennifer "Wallace escorted by Mr. Chad Luckner 
Miss Olanet Oyen escorted by Mr. Scott Qross 
Miss Amy Pabst escorted by Mr. Qary CarUn 




fri<Uy, AprlllJ, 1»»J 
by Dave B,is kind 
The   Incredible   College   of   Musical 
Knowledge 
As usual, we gotta lotta stuff to 
do this week. So, let's rapidly begin 
with this week's quiz. Sony, but, as 
the end of the semester is upon us, 
there are no prizes to be offered 
this week. We wind up the semes- 
ter by asking a 'Z' question. Be- 
sides '' Legs,'' what was ZZ Top's 
only other Top 10 song since 
1980? Answer at the end. This 
week's winner, Rachel Wamimont, 
whose favorite school year memo- 
ries included Eve Plumb's visit and 
the snow day, knew that Van Ha- 
len's two Top 10 hits since Sa- 
mmy Hagar's arrival have been 
"Why Can't This Be Love" and 
"When It's Love." Nice work, Ra- 
chel. She nabs a Carly Cheena's 
pizza and a Finders cassette. 
As it's toward the end of the 
school year, now seems like an 
ideal time to reflect upon the past 
three years here at "Dr. Dave's In- 
credible College of Musical Know- 
ledge." In that time we've had 
more than 100 winners and hun- 
dreds of participants, or students, if 
you will. The largest number of en- 
trants ever in one week was 124. 
That happened last fall for one of 
the big decade-review quizzes. 
Probably the most unusual entry 1 
ever received was from two ladies 
who entered the 1990-1991 big 
quiz. They offered not only to 
share their prizes with me if they 
won, but also offered to bear my 
children. Mini-Dr. Daves? What 
would my ma say? Not to mention 
my girlfriend. 
I've written approximately 100 
columns and I'm proud to say that 
in that time I've only made two er- 
rors in regard to quiz questions. 
One involved saying that a song 
reached No. 1 when it only peaked 
in the Top 5 and the other involved 
shortchanging Eddie Rabbitt's 
number of Top 10 hits a few weeks 
ago (for the record, he had 3 in the 
1980s). For shame. 
And so you wonder, "What's a 
typical Dr. Dave winner like? What 
makes him or her tick?" I've pon- 
dered that myself during many a 
solitary moment. Thus, each week 
I ask readers to reveal a little some- 
thing about themselves. And, this is 
what I've learned. The average Dr. 
Dave winner prefers Pisanello's 
pizza and Prince concerts, Calvin 
& Hobbes and Jeopardy, Ter- 
minator 2 and Tombstone frozen 
pizza. 
My winners had crushes on 
Cheryl Ladd, laughed most to Ro- 
bin Williams, listed toe-cracking as 
their pet peeve and had fathers 
who actually turned the car around 
on a trip to Florida. Dr. Dave win- 
ners enjoy chocolate chip Ice 
cream, Boston cream pie, Young 
MC, Mike Brady, Pepsi, Frazier 
onCheers, Regarding Henry 
and Eddie Van Halen. They enjoy 
riding the Corkscrew (now there's 
a good sexual metaphor), believe 
that a sonic boom affected BG, list 
"Stayin" Alive" as their favorite 
disco tune and Andy Gibb's "Love 
Is Thicker Than Water" as their 
first 45, claim Steven King's The 
Dead is their favorite book, dress 
up as the Invisible Man and bruise 
their feet while drinking. Ironically 
enough, many of these apply to 
me, too. 
Muchas gracias to all readers 
who have permitted me to delve 
into their lives. Let's delve again 
next week. ZZ Top's other Top 10 
hit was "Sleeping Bag." As sum- 
mer's approaching, this quote from 
my grandfather seems appropriate: 
The only problem with a vacation 
is that you have to take yourself 
along, too. You won't be forgotten. 
Poppy. 
What could 
be worth the 
wait? 
The Key 
r, Name  
Social Sec. No. 
Date / /    Permanent Zip 
CHOOSE ONE: 
 I'll be here to pick up my 
yearbook when it arrives in 
October 1993. 
 I won't be here to pick up 
my yearbook. Bill my bursar 
account an additional $430 
for postage and handling and 
send the yearbook to: 
"".   •Only $19.95. 
 Freshman   __Sophomore   Junior   Senior 
Please return this form by 
CAMPUS MAIL to The KEY, 
28 West Hall. 
l_-9gfrfe?ffL J  -Ordertoday- 
•Billed to your 
Bursar account. 
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published every Friday 
during the academic 
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Bowling Green Slate 
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Magazine. 
Insider Magazine 
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iMday, April ISjIff* 
'Proposal' is not decent 
0 ftttlJI 
by Ddvid Huffman 
Insider film critic 
"The Year of the Woman" 
continues to be the most miso- 
glnisttc year in recent memory 
as far as movies are concerned. 
Indecent Proposal can now 
join the company of such films 
as The Temp and The Crush 
as Hollywood continues to 
make women little more than 
set decorations. 
Indecent Proposal is the 
film that the whole country is 
talking about, a fact that should 
point out how bored Ameri- 
cans must be and how desper- 
ately they need conversation 
topics. David and Diana Mur- 
phy, played by Demi Moore 
and Woody Harrelson, are in 
financial trouble and go to Las 
Vegas to hopefully win the 
money they need to keep their 
dream house. Just when they'- 
re luck runs out, John Gage 
(Robert Redford) shows up 
flashing millions of dollars in 
their faces. When Gage offers 
David a million dollars to sleep 
with Diana, the young couple's 
life together is temporarily 
thrown off track. 
Indecent Proposal is a big 
mess of the movie littered with 
continuity errors, uninteresting 
people and a sloppy screen- 
play that promises a lot and de- 
livers nothing. 
For anyone who ever reads 
Premiere's Gaffe Squad, In- 
decent Proposal's casino 
scenes are laced with editing 
mistakes that have various 
poker chips bouncing back and 
forth between Moore and Red- 
ford. Every movie has contin- 
uity problems, though, these 
are just very noticeable and 
point out the lack of care the 
filmmakers took when making 
the film. 
In order for the story to have 
any kind of impact on its audi- 
ence, the characters need to be 
people they can empathize 
with and care about. However, 
thanks to uniformally boring 
performances, I never felt the 
least bit interested in the lives 
of those on the screen. Harrel- 
son substitutes acting with 
pounding on things, and Red- 
ford appears to be Just thinking 
of his paycheck as he grins his 
way through every scene 
rather than convey any kind of 
depth. Moore is actually the 
best thing in the movie, but due 
to the passivity of her character 
she is just as dull as her male 
co-stars. 
The movie opens with a 
voice-over by David which is 
little more than a string of 
melodramatic cliches ("I 
thought Diana and I would al- 
ways be together"). Then im- 
mediately goes into one by 
Diana, who will continue to 
narrate the story from time to 
time. The script doesn't seem 
to know who is telling the story 
exactly and causes the film to 
be middling. 
Director Adrian Lyne de- 
serves most of the blame for 
Indecent Proposal, an ob- 
vious attempt to recapture the 
success of his Fatal Attrac- 
tion. Lyne's stilted attempts at 
Woody Harrelson and Demi Moore get 
dose In 'Indecent Proposal.' 
style throughout the film, most 
notably In the Las Vegas 
scenes, only point out how flat 
the rest of his film is. Lyne also 
tries to make his film erotic, but 
doesn't seem to know what is 
really sexy. Is rolling around in 
$20 bills in his underwear the 
kind of thing that turns Lyne 
on? 
A lot of people are going to 
see this film because it's the 
hot topic of late. After seeing 
It, though, I'm sure that very 
few will want to ever mention it 
again. 
Indecent Proposal is 




by David Huffman 
Insider film critic 
Everyone knows who Siskel and 
Ebert are. They pop up on all of 
the talk shows bantering back and 
forth calling one another "baldy" 
and "fatso." They've also been 
able to condense film criticism 
down to a science so that with one 
quick turning of a thumb, each can 
summarize a film's quality without 
ever having to explain themselves 
in detail. 
For those of us who like to know 
more about why a film is good or 
bad, there are the major print 
critics like Peter Travers, Vincent 
Canby and Owen Gleiberman. The 
latter of these men recently paid a 
visit to the University to discuss his 
career as a film critic and lend his 
insights into the film industry as he 
spoke at the Gish Film Theater. 
Gleiberman is the lead film critic 
for one of the hottest magazines in 
the country, Entertainment 
Weekly. Every week he reviews 
and grades the latest Hollywood 
releases doing his best to shield the 
consumer from all of the advertis- 
ing hype of a film to judge a mov- 
ie's quality. To all of those who 
didn't listen to the resounding "D-" 
he gave Cop and a Half, they got 
what they deserved. 
Having to sit through films like 
Cop and a Half is perhaps the 
greatest drawback to being the 
critic for an entertainment maga- 
zine. 
"It's my job to see all of the 
(Hollywood) films," Gleiberman 
said. 
Due to the nature of his maga- 
zine, Gleiberman can't hide behind 
any prelenlions, as if certain films 
aren't worth reviewing. 
This isn't to imply that Gleiber- 
man has any closet preventions, 
Owen Gleiberman 
however. He is not a film elitist 
singing the praises of European 
"art" films. Gleiberman was un- 
ashamedly pro-American during 
his speech, defending his opinion 
that A Few Good Men truly was 
one of the best films of last year. 
Unlike many film critics, 
Gleiberman has not always been a 
film fanatic. It was not until he was 
at the University of Michigan that 
he discovered his love of the mov- 
ies. Robert Airman's brilliant 1975 
motion picture, Nashville, is cred- 
ited by the critic as the film that set 
his standard during college and re- 
mains his favorite movie. 
Gleiberman also differs from a 
lot of his peers In that he enjoys go- 
ing against the grain. Dances 
With Wolves and Unforgiven 
both won Best Picture and were 
praised by most critics, but 
Gleiberman was not among them. 
Although his opinions may be in 
the minority at times, Glelbetman 
always seems to have valid points 
and is able to express them well. A 
fact that is clear in his writing as 
well as in his speaking. 
Thanh, you to all the 
1992-1993 UAO 










LJou did a great job\ 
David flitter 
352-0796 
HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT 
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 
4-64 Yrs. of Age 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65*) / 
Handicapped Persons 
Children 4-12 yrs. when 
accompanied by an adult. 
Transit I.D. Card Required* 
Children 
4 YRS. OR UNDER 40 LBS. 
Ride Free Of Charge 
with adult. 
Child mutt ride In Child Restraint t 
Seats provided. 
Call 354-6203 For More Information 
"Transit 1.0. Cards Available At Grants Administrators Oflice 
 VJJJBHBJBJJJJJJJJJJBJJJJJT 
Van Hi Available: 
Wheelchair Access & 




financed in part 
from an operating 
assistance grant 
IrAm OOOT & 
FTA. 
— J 
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Quench stress with 'Cool-Aid' 
ROCK GOSSIP FROM 
THE BLACK SWAMP 
t.f. 
by Dorian Halkovich 
Insider staff writer 
As the final weeks of the spring 
semester go by, thoughts of all the 
work piled up on our desks can 
dampen anyone's spirits. But hey, 
two reasons exist why these last 
weeks should be faced with a smile. 
For one, this hellish, slavelike ex- 
istence we've been trapped In will 
soon be a faded memory. And two, 
there's still time to party It up with 
friends and take part In some gen- 
eral hang-time. 
WBGU-FM and WFAL-AM en- 
courage everyone to come out and 
hang with them during the Second 
Annual Local Music festival, "Cool- 
Aid.'' The festival features a di- 
verse lineup of local acts, including 
Derek Wolf gram, Charlotte's 
Webb, PogeyBait, Tom Gorman, 
Sweaty Whiskers, Dirt Cher- 
ries, Scapegoat, Gone Daddy 
Finch, Ton and the Black Minds 
of Music. 
According to Todd Downerd 
from WFAL-AM, the acts will cover 
the musical spectrum of everything 
from rap, alternative and acoustic 
to good ol' rock-n-roll. 
"We tried to put some acoustic 
acts In between electric acts to 
make the transition easier," he 
said. 
Some may remember last year's 
festival, which featured many of 
the same bands but also had a polit- 
ical theme. Last year's theme, a 
"celebration for education," 
helped raise awareness of the bud- 
get crisis that ultimately affects all 
students. This year, the focus is on 
the musicians themselves. 
"The reason that we're doing 
this is basically to raise awareness 
about what great, original music we 
have," explained Toby Klinger, 
general manager of WBGU-FM. 
"With the demise of GoodTymes, 
we wanted to give the bands 
somewhere to play." 
The show is meant to be a 
"stress reliever" for the students, 
and it will give the musicians some 
well-deserved exposure. Downerd 
suggests that people bring picnics, 
frisbees, or even a volleyball net to 
make the festival more fun. 
"I hope we get a sort of Wood- 
stock atmosphere, so to speak," he 
said. "Just have a bunch of people 
out socializing and having a good 
time." 
"Cool-Aid" Is slated for Sunday, 
April 25 outside the Student Ser- 
vices Building. In the event of rain, 
it will be rescheduled for Thursday, 
April 29. 
So come out and have a good 
time. After all, college life isn't 
supposed to be all work and no 
ptoy. 
The Best of B.G. 
Just as in years past, Insider Magazine Is allowing you - the 
reader - a chance to have your voice heard for next week's special 
issue. That's right. That's when we will be publishing our annual 
"Best of Bowling Green" Issue, featuring your picks of the best this 
town and University have to offer. 
All you have to do Is fill out our special entry form (which you are 
currently reading), clip It out, and mall It via campus mall to In- 
sider Magazine's Best of BG Issue, 214 West Hall. Or if you 
prefer, you may cut it out, fill It out, and hand deliver It to the multi- 
purpose Maxwell House coffee can which cun-ently adorns the In- 
sider desk In 210 West Hall 
Dther way, you will be receiving the opportunity to have your 
opinions heard In the pages of our magazine. Once again, this spe- 
cial issue is slated for Friday, April 30,1993. We must have all en- 
tries received no later than Wednesday April 28. 
FAVORITE RESTAURANT: 
FAVORITE PIZZA PLACE: 
FAVORITE BAR: 
FAVORITE FAST FOOD PLACE: 
FAVORITE LOCAL BAND: 
FAVORITE PLACE TO MEET THE OPPOSITE SEX: 
FAVORITE MAKE-OUT AREA: 
FAVORITE ISSUE OF INSIDER MAGAZINE. 
Graduation 
Messages 
Let your friends know how much you'll miss them with a Graduation message made 
especially for them.  Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You can even 













3 line minimum 
80c per line 
Marc and Brian, 
We are so sorry to see 
you go! We'll miss you I 
Good Luck! 
The Crew 
Doadlino - Monday, April 26 
'■■  ■■■■■■ !»»■ 
214 Wast Hall 
*\* »> * > 
5PM • Publication - Monday, May 3 
•OWUNS SHIN • JSJ IH, I 
Nightly at 7:15 
Sat. Sun. Mat. 2:00 & 4:00 
THROUGH 
Nightly at 9:15 
H 
Rocky Horror ® 
Fri. Sat. Midnight Shows Only! 
CINEMARK THEATRES 
CINEMA 5 mZ7\ IV All 
hows $3.00 after 6 pm 
with Student ID 
Benny and Joon - PG 
Johnny Oapp Mary Stuart Maalaraon 
1.00. 3:10. 520. 725, 9:40. 12:15 
Sandlot-PG 
Jamaa EarlJonaa 
1 00. 305. 5:10.7:15.920,1220 * 
Adventures of Huck Finn • PG 
Walt Dliney Plcmrai 
1:10,4:10.7:10* 
Born Yesterday - PG 
JkHin Goodman. MatanM Gnflllh, Don Johnaon 
•25. 12 05 
The Dank Half ■ R 
Slaohan King 
120, 4:05. 7 00. 935. 12O0 
Indecent Proposal - R 
Oeml Moor* Woody HarraUon 
105. 4:00. 7:00. 930. 12:00 * 
Coming Soon 
lint 
'.OPaSSIS • • M)PA?9S SUI'lhM'.im 
i ii, mi 
Hot Singles: 
Here are the weekly charts for 
the nation's best-selling recorded 
music as they appear in next 
week's issue of Billboard maga- 
zine. Reprinted with permission. 
(Platinum signifies more than 
1 million copies sold; Gold signi- 






3."Nuthin' but a 'G' Thang," 
Dr. Dre (Death Row) (Platinum) 
4."I Have Nothing," Whitney 
Houston (Arista) 
5"LoveIs, "VanessaWil- 
liams & Brian McKnight (Giant) 




8."Two Princes," Spin Doc- 
tors (Epic Associated) 
9."Looking Through Patient 
Eyes," P.M. Dawn (Gee Street- 
Island) 
10."Ditty," Paperboy (Next 
Plateau) (Gold) 
Top LPs: 
1." The Bodyguard' Sound- 
track," (Arista) (Platinum) 
2."Breathless," Kenny G 
(Arista) (Platinum) 
3"Pocket Full of Kryptonite," 
Spin Doctors (Epic Associated) 
(Platinum) 
4 "Unplugged," Eric Clapton 
(Duck) (Platinum) 
5." 12 Inches of Snow," Snow 
(Eastwest) (Platinum) 
6."The Chronic," Dr. Dre 
(Death Row-interscope) (Plati- 
num) 
7."Lose Control, " Silk (Keia) 
(Platinum) 
8."Ten Summoner's Tales," 
Sting (A&M) 
9 "Love Deluxe,'' Sade(Epic) 
(Platinum) 
10 " Songs of Faith and Devo- 
tion," Depeche Mode (Sire- 
Reprise) 
Copyright 1993, Bilboard- 





You know, It's not very often 
that a piece of music shocks me. 
But this one, friends, really goes In 
a direction I'm not willing to follow. 
Insane Jane, a suburban Atlanta, 
Ga. band Is really, really unique to 
say the least. 
Insane Jane Is comprised of 
Tom Branch on guitars and back- 
ing vocals, Tim Campion on 
drums, Dave Roth (no, not David 
Lee Roth) on bass guitar and back- 
ing vocals, and Yello, a fiery female 
vocalist on lyrics and lead vocals. 
The title, Each Finger, doesn't 
lend itself to much interest but after 
one or two hearings, you may pick 
Blues Traveler 
Save His Soul 
A&M Records 
Blues Traveler's latest offer- 
ing. Save His Soul, is a brilliant 
album. 
Thankfully, the band hasn't 
changed much since their last 
album Travelers and Thieves, 
but for some reason I took a quick 
liking to this album. They've always 
been fantastic, but it takes awhile 
to fully appreciate the talent. 
The songs on Save his Soul 
are more structured, but the live 
sound is still Intact. The last two 
albums tended to be long jam ses- 
sions divided Into a few similar 
sounding tunes. But don't worry, 
the group's Jam-oriented 
rock/blues style Is at Its best. 
Front man John Poppers hasn't 
blown out his lips yet with his light- 
ning-fast harmonica playing, and 
the guitars sound fuller and 
stronger. The lyrics may not reach 
the heights of their once orphan 
band Spin Doctors, but the musi- 
cal talent of Blues Traveler Is 
simply incredible. They are at their 
best on the faster tunes such 
as"NY Prophesie" and "Love and 
Greed," but surprisingly the record 
company chose the ballad "Con- 
up on the sexual reference. The 
first song, "Daisy," tells the story 
of a promiscuous woman who 
masturbates In front of a crowd, 
leaves for home, and gets raped. 
Nice stuff, huh? She (Yello, I pre- 
sume) asks the question, 'Is this a 
game?' I should hope not! Moving 
on,"Father Time" has an excel- 
lent, driving beat to It. "Lollipop 
Grenade" is as weird as the title, 
and "3-D Jesus" (American Stan- 
dard) clearly depicts the notion that 
someone Isn't very happy with the 
Catholic church. After all, compar- 
ing Jesus with David Duke Isn't 
usually very well received. 
After listening, I could've sworn 
that this was a Concrete Blonde 
take-off band, but further reading 
into the cover credits Blonde with 
some good help. Don't get me 
wrong, this really is good stuff. It 
has all the makings of a great por 
nocore band. And a friend of mine 
tells me (he's seen them live) that 
Yello has a bipolar disorder, and 
she's, well, nuts! 
-Ross WeHzner 
Blues Traveler 
quer Me" for the first but hopefully 
not last single. Blues Traveler 
plans on an extended tour for the 
album, but what else would you 
expect from these road veterans? It 
is HIGHLY recommended you see 
this band live to appreciate what a 





Hey, groovy! It's another sev- 
entJes-revisltatlon disc! Dig out 
those purple velure bell-bottoms, 
grab some Jarnes-Brown-Gene- 
Slmmons like platform shoes, put 
some big, gold medallions on that 
hairy chest of yours and let's do the 
bump! 
This Funky Stuff mix Is funk at 
it's finest, and It's Just In time for 
the seventies craze that seems to 
be taking over like the Silver Plat- 
ters at a talent contest. That's right 
folks, Just perfect when you get that 
night fever and Its time to bum 
baby bum. On the dance floor, that 
is.  
Those hunks Kool and the 
Gang, Ohio Players and Par- 
liament perform Just a few of the 
selections compiled on this disc. 
The songs may not be too familiar, 
but they're Just as colorful as the 
ones you know by heart. Funky 
Stuff offers a variety of rhythms, 
as Con Funk Shun's "Chase Me" 
and The Bar Key's'Too Hot to 
Stop" are sure to get you on your 
feet and moving your hips, and a 
slower version of Leon Haywood's 
"I Want A Do Something Freaky 
To You" gives you time to grab a 
drink and catch your breath. Alto- 
MifLMM 
George Clinton of Parilamen! 
gether. It's what Is expected from a 
seventies mix - songs from the 
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University of New Mexico 
East Carolina University 
University of Northern Colorado 
Humboldt State University 
Northern Arizona University 
University of Delaware 
Louisiana State University 
Florida International University 
Oregon State University 
Colorado State University 
West Chester University of PA 
California State, Fresno 
Humboldt State University 
University of Maine at Farmington 
Lori Neel    University of North Carolina at Wilmington 
h           Melinda Rider Montana State University 
f      Graham Robinson Boise State University 
Stephanie Smith Humboldt State University 
Jocelyn Taylor University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 
Amy Tomon University of Montana 
4*       Kelly Woodring University of Montana                 <fc 
|t GOOD LUCK AT YOUR HOST CAMPUSES! 
National Student Exchange Program 
238 Administration Bldg. 
W 372-2451 
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Soap Summaries by Nick Ryan 
All My Children: 
Mimi tells Derek she is preg- 
nant. Thrilled, Derek proposes. 
Prejudice rears its ugly head at 
Terance and An Li Tad fears his 
relation with Dixie was over. 
Opal tells Tad of Brian and Pal- 
mer's schemes. Brian and Tad 
come to blows over Dixie. 
Natalie confides her fears to 
Laurel. Tad grows closer to his 
son. Dixie finally learns of Pal- 
mer and Brian's alliance. 
Another World: 
As Frankie and Cass come 
closer to nabbing Christy, she 
begins to panic. Paulina meets 
the new Cory groundskeeper, 
Ian Rain (Julian McMahon). Feli- 
cia finally receives the help she 
needs. Jenna and Dean's loss 
still haunts them. Frankie's trial 
begins. Ryan races to clear 
Frankie's name. 
As the World Turns: 
Scott proposes to Neal despite 
his fear of her suspicions against 
him. Susan considers adoption. 
Rosanna and Debbie vie for 
Hutch. Royce and Emily enjoy 
romance in Italy. Cal and Kim 
learn that their business partner 
wasacrook. Margo is angry with 
Tom for keeping information 
about Barbara for her. In Rome, 
Emily spots a familiar face - Lily 
(Martha Byrne)! 
Bold and the Beautiful: 
Eric informs Sheila of the 
guests from Genoa City that he 
has invited to their wedding. 
Ridge tells Taylor of the situation 
with Brooke and the Belief for- 
mula. Brad arrives from Genoa 
City and coerces Sheila into turn- 
ing over the negative to him. Sly 
realizes he has a rival for the af- 
fections of Macy. 
Days of Our Lives 
Marlena confirms her worst 
fear - she is pregnant. The next 
question becomes "who is the 
father?" Lawrence orders Taylor 
to silence Mitch. When Sami rea- 
lizes where she had seen Lucas 
(Bryan Dattilo) before, he begs 
her not to tell Kate. When a 
business problem with Victor 
arises, Kate decides to use Jack 
as an ally. 
General Hospital: 
Sean, Mac, Felicia and Jessica 
conspire against Ryan. Jenny 
uses Tiffany's show to get her 
revenge on Tracy and Senator 
Kensington. Alan and Monica's 
lovelife remains cold. Dominique 
persuades Tony to discharge her 
so she can spend he last days at 
home. Tiffany turns to drugs and 
alcohol. 
Guiding Light: 
In the aftermath of H B s pub- 
lic disgrace, the Lewis family ral- 
lies together. Hart berates Roger 
for causing the scandal. Jenna 
defends Roger. GiDy s actions 
shake her marriage to the core. 
Mallet begins to have suspicions 
concerning "Rex." Billy and 
H.B. plot to get even with 
Roger. Nick breaks up with Eve, 
who had chilling plans for 
Mindy. 
Loving: 
Leo admits his feelings for 
Shana to Ava. Ava swears to 
hold on to her man. Shana ad- 
mits her feelings for Leo. Clay 
promises to stop interfering with 
Dinah Lee and Curtis. Curtis and 
Buck realize their former ac- 
quaintance. Gwyn approves of 
Dinah Lee and Curtis. Isabelle 
refuses to help Cooper with Al- 
ly's medical expenses unless he 
marries Ally. 
One Life to Live: 
Dorian continues to fear a 
biopsy. Cassie worries about her 
mother. Suede and Marty grew 
closer. Alex gives Cord Incrimin- 
ating information on Cain. 
Cord's emotional outbursts 
frighten the family, while his 
memories of captivity haunt him. 
Wilma reveals a bombshell - 
Mortimer and Carlo are twin 
brothers! Nora's headaches con- 
tinue to hamper her relationship 
with Bo. 
Young and the Restless: 
Kay suspects Jill is pregnant. 
Victor breaks Nikki's heart. Vic- 
toria and Brandon kiss. Victor 
tries to ensure that Ryan receives 
none of the Newman fortune. 
Michael turns to, of all people, 
Cricket for help. Paul meets with 
April in New York and is not 
pleased with what he sees. 
Fans can get Clinton Victory Card 
by Courtney B. Gangemi 
Insidar staff writer 
Anyone not a Clinton-Gore fan 
may want to look the other way. 
A Chattanooga, Tenn., com- 
pany Is offering a free full-color lim- 
ited-edition Victory Card to those 
who request It. 
The press card features Presi- 
dent Bill Clinton and first lady Hil- 
lary Rodham Clinton on the front, 
with the back establishing how 
each of the 50 states voted. 
Nothing like this was ever done 
for President Bush or past presi- 
dents, so why all of a sudden is 
there a victory trading card? Can 
Clinton have emerged with a mass 
following? 
Lewis Revels, president of the 
National Card Company, said he 
believes this is something to mark a 
historic occasion. 
"Parents and grandparents will 
want to make sure that their chil- 
dren and grandchildren get one of 
these free cards," Revels said. 
"[The card) makes a nice collectible 
for children and adults alike." 
Even If you don't exactly care for 
the new president, this Is a token 
that will aid your memory in years 
to come. 
•     PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION     • 
How The States Voted:    1* Democratic    IT* Republican 
Popular Volt 
CLINTON - 43% 
BUSH 
PEROT - 19% 
CLINTON - 357 
I3USH  — '81 
PEROT - 0 
The backside of the official Clinton/Gore victory card. 
To obtain the free Victory Card, 
readers can send a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to: 
National Card Company, 
Corporate Offices 
P.O. Box 72967 
Chattanooga, TN 
37407-5957 
The National Card Company 
also has released a 10-card "Road 
To The White House" set. The 
company is trying to spark an edu- 
cational interest, and 5,510 "win- 
ner" cards will be randomly Inser- 
ted. These winner cards can be 
redeemed for free political memo- 
rabilia, ranging from Inauguration 
coins and real campaign buttons to 
1989 congressional gold coins. 
The Clinton-Gore team is popu- 
lar among Americans, and Ten- 
nessee Is Just one stale that Is 
taking advantage of the vice presi- 
dent being from the area to make a 
few extra bucks. Send that enve- 
lope! 
ROCK GOSSIP FROM 
THE BLACK SWAMP 
U 
On Wednesday April 28, Big 
Hunk O' Cheese will take the 
stage at Howard's Club H In sup- 
port of their new compact disc e. p. 
You're Soaking In It. Bl IOC 
has been on the road as a part of 
the "Tour Without a Cause '93" 
since March 4. The band has 
played over 30 shows Including 
venues In Chicago, New York City, 
Philadelphia, Indianapolis and 
Washington D.C. The Cheese's 
last record hit the College Media 
Journal's Top 150 Radio Airplay 
chart and received critical acclaim 
from such industry luminaries as 
Alternative Press, The New York 
Review of Records, Pop Culture 
Press and Reflex. 
The Cheese's new CD e.p. was 
produced by Fort Apache's Joe 
Harvard (Breeders, Dinosaur 
Jr., Pixies, Sebadoh) and finds 
lead singer Ike screaming about 
domestic servitude, STD's, The 
Laughing Cow and Jeremy. It's a 
record bound to shake the Industry 
- and a few hands along the way. 
The record was serviced nationally 
to radio and press on April 7. 
Opening the show will be Char- 
lotte's Webb, whose new cassette 
is being released this weekend and 
will be available at Madhatter Music 
Co. Also, making their Howard's 
debut will be Introverts 9, a new 
band rumored to be a powerful 
newcomer to the local scene. 
••«...■••••••••.••.••••..••••••• 
Out of the rumblings of post- 
industrial Detroit comes the clear- 
eyed and unabashedly emotional 
music of Red C, Saturday at Easys- 
treet. Recent winners of the Metro 
Times/Detroit Monthlu Music 
Awards for Best Country Band and 
Best Country Vocalist, Red C fol- 
lows a tradition of drawing heavily 
on rock's country roots. 
From the soaring passion of Sue 
Calloway's voice to the muscular 
sensuality of Tim Diaz' guitar to the 
Neil Young-like sensibility of Steve 
Wood, anchored by the solid foun- 
dation of bassist Joe Lambert and 
drummer Brian Farraby, Red C Is 
a new act In town that you'll defi- 
nitely want to check out. 
Tomorrow at Easystreet. Don't 
miss 'em. 
RUN OUT AND SNAG...: Guy 
Wilcox at Finders Records picks 
World Party's Bang from Chry- 
salis Records for his favorite this 
week, and Jim Cummer of Madhat- 
ter likes Circa Now from Rocket 
from the Crypt, which is from 
Cargo Records. Primus's Pork 
Soda from Interscope Records 
is the choice this week by Mike B. 
from the Record Den. 
BABY. WHY DONT WE...: 
TONIGHT: Derek Wolfgram at 
Campus Pollyeyes, The Kind at 
EasyStreet Cafe, Plan B at Mark's; 
SATURDAY: Tom Gorman at 
Campus Pollyeyes, Red C at Ea- 
syStreet Cafe; TONIGHT AND 
SATURDAY: The Ark Band at 
Howard's Club H; WEDNESDAY: 
The Affair at EasyStreet Cafe, The 
Kind at Tuxedo Junction, Big 
Hunk 0' Cheese and Charlotte's 
Webb at Howard's; THURSDAY: 
Blitzen at EasyStreet Cafe. 
KcdC 
Friday, April !J,mj 
Fact Line: masters of the obscure 
by Curt Conrad 
Insider staff writer 
Four hours before the 50-page 
geology science project Is due, you 
realize there's a problem. You for- 
got to include what type of rock the 
Jerome Library steps are made of. 
After gathering the chemicals and 
paraphernalia necessary to run a 
rock Identification analysis on the 
steps, a friend suggests an easier 
alternative. Why not make the call 
to Campus Fact Line? You're des- 
perate. You make the call. The an- 
swer is granite. 
The Campus Fact Line has been 
in the business of answering ques- 
tions since the spring semester of 
1971. Originally, the service was 
established as a means of rumor 
control during a period of turbulent 
student activism over the Vietnam 
War. It was a nervous time, and the 
Fact Line provided legitimate In- 
formation to gossip-weary stu- 
dents. 
Later, Fact Line received calls 
with routine questions such as 
phone numbers for pizza places 
and movie theatres. That devel- 
opment made it clear that it was 
time for Fact Line to expand. 
Hence, the mission of the Campus 
Fact Line, according to its director, 
Gardner McLean: "Fact Line Is 
part of a student survival kit, to 
help students get through college." 
With this mission in mind, Fact 
Line acquired books, files, news- 
paper clippings, computers and 
other materials to expand its in- 
formation base. (It even has a book 
of nursery rhymes.) The service 
now receives - on average - 700 
to 900 calls a day. 
"If we don't have the informa- 
tion on hand, we will take addi- 
tional steps to find it and call you 
back," McLean explained. 
This usually involves some li- 
brary research, a few phone calls, 
or in one instance, a long distance 
call to Great Britain, McLean add- 
ed. 
It is not uncommon for people to 
call the Fact Line from other coun- 
tries. According to McLean, Fact 
Line has fielded calls from Europe, 
Brazil and Japan - among others. 
"One time, an alumnus called us 
from Korea. He had a meeting in 
15 minutes and needed quick in- 
formation about the gross national 
product," McLean said. "We found 
what he wanted." 
Of course, employees of the ser- 
vice do get their share of stupid 
questions. Hypothetically, let's say 
It's 11 p.m. on a Thursday. Ac- 
cording to McLean, if Fact Line 
gets a call from someone with slur- 
red speech and loud music in the 
background, asking "How many 
craters are in a golf ball?" the ser- 
vice will not try very hard to find an 
answer. 
However, if that same question 
comes in on a Monday afternoon, 
asked by someone who sounds 
halfway coherent, then Fact Line 
will do everything in its power to 
find the information. 
Even though Fact Line prides it- 
self on being able to find any In- 
formation, it is possible sometimes 
to stump them. This brings up an 
interesting rumor that can be heard 
around campus. It has been heard 
that if a caller can manage to come 
up with a question that Fact Line 
doesn't have the answer to, they 
will be the fortunate recipients of a 
T-shirt. According to McLean, 
there is no truth to that rumor. 
The BG Newt offices? No this secretive little cove U where the Campus Fact Line Is located. 
/m/drr/Joson Komykowski 
"No, you do not get a T-shirt if 
you can stump Fact Line," he said. 
Essentially, Fact Line is "stu- 
dents talking to students." So how 
does one get hired to work on the 
Campus Fact Line - which, by the 
way, is one of the highest-paying 
jobs on campus. (Before you get 
too excited, Fact Line pays 30 to 
40 cents above the minimum 
wage.) There is a four-step hiring 
process for employment at the Fact 
Line. 
A potential employee's per- 
formance is evaluated on the basis 
of two tests and two interviews. 
Typically, approximately 120 stu- 
c— iu . t .-,..... /nsider/Jason Komykowski 
fact Line employees have access to a multitude of books and other resources to help answer your questions. 
dents apply for the job each semes- 
ter, McLean said. Only six are 
hired. Before actually working, the 
new employees are trained in 
research techniques and use of the 
Fact Line information system for 
about two months. 
So then we come to the big ques- 
tion. Maybe you're curious to know 
where the Fact Line office is lo- 
cated? I could tell you, but I'd have 
to kill you. There are two reasons 
for the extreme secrecy, according 
to McLean. First, Fact Line cannot 
handle a multitude of walk-In ques- 
tions. The other reason is for the 
safety of the Fact Line employees, 
who often work very late hours. 
You can try to bribe me for the lo- 
cation, but I'll never tell. 
Now, friendly Insider reader, I 
would like to share with you, my 
very own Fact Line anecdote. It 
goes a little something like this... 
One night I found myself lying 
awake, pondering universal ques- 
tions. What is the meaning of life? 
Is Dolly Parton human? Who 
created Spam and why? My petty 
brain had no chance of providing 
the valuable insight I needed to an- 
swer my questions. As I resigned 
myself to another sleepless night of 
confusion, a thought entered my 
head. I rejoiced. My problems were 
solved. My befuddlement would 
end. I would simply call Fact Line. 
My fingers hastily dialed the 
number. I trembled with anticipa- 
tion as I tried to get through. "He- 
llo," said a familiar female voice. 
Wait, I dialed my girlfriend's num- 
ber by mistake. "Hello," she said 
again. I was about to answer but I 
heard a guy's voice in the back- 
ground, pleading with her to finish 
his massage. It sounded a little like 
my best friend, Dick. I sat stunned, 
as I heard my girlfriend make little 
giggle sounds and hang up the 
phone. 
My mind raced with the ques- 
tion, "Why is my girlfriend giving a 
massage to Dick?!?" One hope. 
One chance left. Fact Line. Care- 
fully, I dialed 372-2445. It rang 
once, twice, thr... 
"Hello, Fact Line," said a voice 
on the other end. 
"Why is my girlfriend giving a 
massage to Dick?" I blurted out. 
"One moment." I heard him 
punching keys on a computer. 
' What's your Social Security num- 
ber, please?" 
I gave it to him. This was taking 
way too long. I listened as he whis- 
pered to someone, then more key 
punching. A moment later I heard 
him return to the phone. 
"Okay, your girlfriend is giving a 
massage to Dick because you have 
been too busy to spend quality time 
with her," he replied. It all became 
so clear. Of course, not enough 
quality time. 
I couldn't help but ask, "How did 
you find this out?" 
The Fact Line person respond- 
ed: "It was quite simple. I used your 
Soc. number to find your name and 
major. I assessed your schedule 
and found the name of another 
student in several of your classes. I 
called him and asked for the name 
of your girlfriend. I looked up her 
phone number, called her and 
asked her the same question you 
asked me." 
I could only respond with an 
"Oh." 
Suddenly, I became aware of the 
incredible power harnessed within 
the Bowling Green State University 
Fact Line. 
"Is there anything else?" the 
Fact Line person asked. 
"Yeah," I said. "Doyouknow 
anything about Spam?" 
M«f,AM«,im 8 
From the editors... 
Well folks we're getting down 
near the end of the semester and 
all of the sudden we have a whole 
collection of students who want 
to be pen pals with us. It seems 
with last week's official Insider 
response to Mark Formanns (the 
gentleman who happened to be 
upset with April 9th 's Hash Bash 
coverage) we happened to offend 
another one of the fine students 
that B.G.S. U. has to offer. Let us 
all take a look... 
Dearest BG Newt Edi- 
tors/Freaks, 
I can see how people might want 
to close their minds and not wish to 
speak their thoughts, because a 
bunch of little kids with big presses 
go around bullying those not of the 
elite "press." I'd like to see all your 
future yellow journalistic stories 
truly labeled as "tongue in cheek'' 
as you so aptly described over the 
phone. How nice of you to warn us 
with a week's delay. I'm sorry that 
maybe some of us "Freaks" forgot 
how to use our Extra Sensory 
Powers before ever picking up The 
BG News. I guess it just goes to 
show you can't believe what you 
read. Even though that corre- 
sponds to myself, at least I know 
I'm not selling myself off to the 
public as a journalist with an atti- 
tude, an opinion, the means to 
print it up, and no pride to even 
back it with a name. Funny how 
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For the Price of a Movie I 
feLIt Show Times: 
aw" Wed & Thurs: 8PM 
Fri & Sat: 8 S 10 30PM      I 
$2 OFF j 
:oupon expires Fri. Apr. 23,199 
Not valid lor Special Shows 
5319 Heather downs Toledo 
. Reservations Saggastad 887-0041      , Coupon per person 
| 24 HOIir IllfO Una 887-8040 Not valid w/other specials 
i iV 
"IN THE TRADITION OF 'RAIN MAN', 
'SCENT OF A WOMAN' IS A SMART, FUNNY RIDE. 
At Pacino gites a masirr showman's ptrfornuDcr ~ 
-4SCEVT OF A WOMAN' IS AN AMAZING FILM. 
iMrlitrath «nti« i»e no*inch loll Tats K oat of AJ Parian's am mi mkiwi aerfomiam." 
Bj|il BM M-*ll AIIIIM HM .I.IIM VIIMIS 
"ONLY ONCE IN A RARE WHILE, ALONG COMES A 
PERFORMANCE THAT WILL NOT BE ERASED FROM MEMORY. 
Al PKMM> rim MCI a atrfonaaarr." 
ONE OF THE YEAR'S TEN BEST FTLMS." 
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l 
^ • P   A   C    I    N    () 
'   SCENT 
WOMAN 
LAST FILM OF THE SEMESTER! 
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW - 
-   7PM AND 1 OPM ONLY 
210 MSC-$1.50 
WIN A SCENT OF A WOMAN MOVIE POSTER!! 
PLEASE NOTE: 
UNFORGIVEN WILL NOT 
BE SHOWN 
P.S. You cen keep yor Insider 
Magazine Editor Job all to your 
holy sells, because you've newer 
ever speelled one thing wrong fer 
me to witness, so I shalll ever bow 
at your wayside (or your turbulence 
for being such good gosslpers). 
? 
-From the little kids with big 
presses, bullvlng, future vellow 
journalists with attitudes and 
opinions, and prldeless Edi- 
tors/Freaks of Insider Maga- 
zine Have a good week! 
dNEMAUrc 
Woodlu* MtM Qwu #5 
1234 N. Mjta Stnn 
P.O. Bai49 
Bowling Ono, Ohio 43402 
Hey kids, we're back with the 
quiz for one more week so get your 
entry blanks in for your last chance 
at winning TWO free movie passes 
for any flick of your choice at 
Woodland Mall Cinemas. Also, 
congratulations to all of last week's 
winners, but we won't mention any 
names because they're pretty 
much all the same. 
Those lucky folks though did win 
two movie passes from the gener- 
ous people over at Clnemark's 
Woodland Mall Cinemas *5. If you 
have the answers to our questions 
for this week, you could Join them 
in the winner's circle. But don't de- 
lay. This Is your last chance to get 
In on the winning for the semester. 
Woodland Mall Cinemas is the 
only place In town that offers the 
fabulous low matinee price of $3 
for any first-run movie of your 
choice. Or if you'd like, any movie, 
any time for $3 as long as you pre- 
sent them with a valid student ID. 
Either way, you're getting one heck 
of a deal. 
The rules are once again the 
same. You answer our questions, 
mail them to Insider Maga- 
zine's Film-Trivia Contest, c/o 
214 West Hall, Bowling Green. 
Just slip it through the University's 
fabulous campus mall service and 
you're in business. Of course, If 
you prefer, you may hand deliver 
1. Carrie 
2. Cat's Eye 
3. Children of the Corn 
4. Christine 
5Cujo 
6. The Dark Half 
7. It 
8. Maximum Overdrive 
9. Misery 
10. Pet Sematary 
11 SalemsLot 
12 The Shining 
13. Silver Bullet 
14 Stand By Me 
« ♦'«'♦•"»'«■♦'♦ « ♦'« I't't'i't't'tVtVj 
lAML. 
your entry blank to 210 West Hall 
and plop it in the blue Maxwell 
House coffee can on the Insider 
desk. Either way is fine. Just make 
sure you do it so you can have a 
chance at winning! 
Hey folks, the semester's almost 
over and do we have a special treat 
for you this week. Today, Stephen 
King's novel The Dark Half makes 
its screen debut. Therefore, we 
thought it would only be appro- 
priate to offer a quiz with nothing 
but questions about King and his 
movies. 
Since 1976, over a dozen Ste- 
phen King novels and short stories 
have been made into films. Scenar- 
ios ranging from crazed automo- 
biles to obsessive fans, from tele- 
kinetic high school outcasts to 
maniacal parent-killing children, 
have been scaring audiences out of 
their wits for almost two decades. 
That Is the Inspiration for this 
contest which is inspired by Orion 
Pictures' Stephen King psycholo- 
gical thriller The Dark Half. 
In one column below are the 
names of several famous actors 
and actresses who have appeared 
in films adapted from Stephen 
King stories. In the other column 
are the names of the movies In 
which they have appeared. Your 
task Is to match them up and rum 
them In. Then, you have an excel- 
lent chance at winning TWO free 
movie passes! Let's get on with It. 
Good Luck! 
a. River Phoenix 
b. Jack Nicholson 
cKathy Bates 
d. David Soul 
e. Fred Gwynne 
f. Drew Barrymore 
g. Sissy Spacek 
h. Emilio Estevez 
I. Linda Hamilton 
]. Dee Wallace-Stone 
k. Richard Thomas 
I. Timothy Hutton 
m. GaryBuscy 




Here are the weekly charts for 
the nation's most popular videos 
as they appear in next week's is- 
sue of Billboard magazine. Re- 
printed with permission. 
l'Plnocchio," (Disney) 
2." Beauty and the 
Beast,"(Disney) 
3."Playboy Celebrity Center- 
fold: Jessica Hahn." (Playboy) 
4."Little Nemo: Adventures in 
SKimberland,"(Hemdale) 
5." 101 Dalmatians," (Disney) 
6. "Dances With Wolves," 
(Orion) 
7."Live, Right Here, Right 
Now," with Van Halen (Warner) 
8"Sports IUustrated's 1993 
Swimsuit Video," (HBO) 
9."Bamey's Magical Musical 
Adventure," (Lyons Group) 
10."Barney in Concert," 
(Lyons Group) 
Video Rentals: 
l."Under Seige," (War- 
ner) 
2."The Last of the Mohi- 
cans," (Fox) 
3."A League of Their 
Own," (Columbia TriStar) 
4."Sneakers," (Universal) 
5."Honeymoon in Vegas," 
(New Line) 
6."Singles," (Warner) 
7."Mr. Saturday Night," 
(Columbia TriStar) 
8."Captain Ron," (Touch- 
stone) 
9."The Player," (Columbia 
TriStar) 
10."Death Becomes Her," 
(MCA-Universal) 
Copyright 1993, Billboard 
Publications, Inc. 
Masr, Aprils, 1ft* 9 —•"-— 
DAYTIMEMORNING 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
o CBS News Business News This Morning Q Montel Williams Family Feud Challenge Price 
o Sign-Ofl Cont'd CBC Morning News Earth Urban Peasant Mr Dressup Sesame St. 
o Home Shopping Spree CBS News Newsg This Morning g Cosby Show Amore Family Feud Challenge Price 
19 NBC News News NBC News Newsg Today g Sally Jessy Raphael Jerry Springer Concentr 
03 Sign-Ofl Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America g Live - Regis s Katrue Lee v**i! Home 
m Sign-Otl Cont'd Dawn at the Downs Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
0D Sign-Oft Cont'd Homestretch Barney Lamb Chop Mr Rogers Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
es New Beaver DuckTalesQ Stunt Oawgs Dark wing Ninia Turtles Beetleiuice Tale Spin g Chip n Dale Varied Programs 700 Club K. Copeland 
© Family Ties News Varied Insp Gadget Stunt Dawgs Ninja Turtles Beetleiuice Menace Bewitched Laverne ArxJy Griffith Jetlersonsg Santord 
ESPN Training Getting Fit In Motion Fitness Pros Sportscenter Sportscentef Sportscenter Sportscenter Jake Bodyshape Sportscenter Sportscenter Fitness Pros 
TMC Movie Varied Programs 
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00        5:30 
O Price News Young and the Restless g Bold-Beau As the World Turns Guiding Light GeraWo News            [Edition 
O Sesame St. Midday g Emmerdale Varied Coronation Neighbours The Bin SheHey Barrier Reef Varied Mother          |News 
o Price Newsg Young and the Restless g Bold-Beau As the World Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winfrey g Design. W. Golden Girts 
0 Secrets Newsg Cur. Affair Days of Our Lives g Another Worid g Scrabble Scatter Maury Povichg Donahueg 
a Home Love Con Loving g AN My Children g One Life to Live g General Hospital Saved-BeH Wonder Yrs. M'A*S'H News 
m Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sandiego Barney 
m Instructional Programming Cont'd Instructional Programming Movie Mr Rogers Sesame Street g Varied Sq. ITV 
m TBA Whoop. Montel WHkams Jenny Jones Bond Jr Melodies Tom-Jerry Tiny Toon Goot Troop Batmang Fun House 
© You Bet-Ue Family Feud Vteki! Little House on the Prairie Chipmunks Melodies Tom-Jerry Tiny Toon Batman g Saved-Bel Gro. Pains 
ESPN Getting Fit In Motion Bodyshape Varied Programs Trucks Dream Lg Motorcycle Racing 
TMC Movie Cont'd Varied Programs 
^5  HAIR 
•ff  UNLIMITED 
No Appointment Necessary 
354-1559 
N€YU5 FREE PARKING 
248 N Main 
■ a. - - - . ■V ■■"■■■ ■"■ ■■■■•■ ■ajja   IB BB BB ll 
L HAIRCUT 
1 & STYLE 
PERM 
■ (IncCiK a S%to| 
FREE 
TAN 
|   GUYS 
CUT 
ll 
■    (Shanpoo mc 1 
»9oo 
■                      f«*   t!4 00 
1   $28» 
■      —mot 
"—i» mill 
VISIT 
■   w/purchase 
ll 
ll 
■ | Exp 4-30-93 ■ Lxp 4-30-93 ■ otpecfcag* 
■ Exp 4-30-95 
a Exp 4-30-9: ll 
•■| 
Sunday Special 
Buy one 6" sub, 
Get one 6" sub FREE 
(Free sub must be of equal or lesser value) 
1 Sunday, April 25 only ' 
1                         (Limit 1 coupon per visit)                          ' 
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY 
r^uBJjnv*: 
Woodland Mall • 353-0204 1 
CLUB 21   CLUB 21   CLUB 21   CLUB 21   CLUB 21 
* CLUB 21* 
153 €. LUooster 352-1395 
presents 
Friar's Point  I 
Friday & Saturday 
I      Pool Tables    •   Darts   •    Video Games 
Happy Hours 5-9 * I.D. Required 
n UB 21   rilJB?1   CLUB''I   f".lip?1   Cl.'J? 21 
I 
Friday, «|Wi»,m» To]: iMMwItoflukM | 
FRIDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet-Lite G Palace Dudley Ultimate Driving Challenge  Bodies ol Evidence News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Don Chefry Stanley Cup Playoffs: Norris Division Semifinal -• Red Wings at Maple Leats CBC Prime Time News Stanley Cup Playoffs: Smythe Semifinal 
0 News CBS News Wtv Fortune Jeopardy! G Palace Dudley Ultimate Driving Challenge Bodies ol Evidence News Dark Justice 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Affair Secret Service "Perry Mason: The Case ot the Heartbroken Bride" News Tonight Show 
m RushL ABC News Cops Family Feud Family Step by S. Getting By Where 1 Live 20/20 Rush L. H. Patrol Nightline 
m Previews Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall St Served Bless Father Dame Edna Experience! Adam Smith Mystery' 
© Auction Cont'd Auction Auction Continues Sign-Oft 
© Boss' Roseanne Married- Roseanne Major League Baseball: Detroit Tigers at Minnesota Twins America's Most Wanted In the Heat ol the Night 
ED Roseanne Golden Girls Married Stanley Cup Playoffs: Norris Semifinal News Murphy B Sightings Sightings Hunter 
ESPN Ch Flag Up Close Sportscenter Major League Baseball: San Francisco Giants at Montreal Expos Major League Baseball Cleveland Indians at Oakland Athletics 
TMC "Pro(ect: Shadowchaser' Movie:   Company Business' Movie:  "Backtrack"                                                        | Movie:   Sudden Impact" 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Garfiekt Beakman News Why Didn't 1 Major League Baseball: Cincinnati Reds at Chicago Cubs PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open 
o Real Fishing Power Boat Homeworks Cottage Gardener Disability Drivers Seat Wok Sports Weekend 
ID Cyber Cops Toonage Fishing Snackmstr Mapr League Baseball: Cincinnati Reds at Chicago Cubs PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open 
© Saved-Bell Paid Prog School Quiz Inside Stuff Movie:  "Born in East LA." NBA Show NBA Basketball: San Antonio Spurs at Phoenix Suns 
m Land ol Lost Darkwing Winnie-Pooh Weekend Beakman Kurtki Kraft On the Issue Wealth PBA Bowling: Firestone Tournament Wide Work) of Sports 
m Kerr's Gourmet Cooking Garden Gourmet Old House Cars Hometime Travels Tracks Austin City Limits Travels 
0D Wild Am Naturescene MotorWeek Rod-Reel Auction Auction Continues 
@3 X-Men Super Dave Movie: "Short Circuit 2 Movie: "Going Ape!" Beauty and the Beast Baywatch 
0D X-Men Super Dave WWF Wrestling Movie: "C.H.U.D." Star Trek: Next Gener Star Search Frying Blind Edge 
ESPN Manner Trail Sportscenter Tennis: Monte Carlo Open - Semifinal Auto Racing: NASCAR Dash Series Brickyard Track and Field: Penn Relays 
TMC "Down Twisted" Cont'd Movie: "Thelma & Louise" Movie: "The Russia House"                                                                | "Delta Force 3: The Killing Game" 
SATURDAY EVENI NG 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00   1   12:30 
o News CBS News NewWKRP Front Run. Medicine Woman League-Own Brooklyn Walker, Texas Ranger News Movie:  "Mr. Majesty*" 
o CBC Saturday Report To Be Announced Stanley Cup Playoffs: Adams Division Semifinal  - Quebec Nordiques at Montreal Canadiens CBC News Country Beat 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Cash Exp Medicine Woman League-Own Brooklyn Walker, Texas Ranger News Rawhide Design. W 
CD News NBC News Entertainment Tonight Home Nurses Empty Nest Mad-You Sisters News Saturday Night Live 
m Wealth ABC News American Gladiators Movie: "Moving" Commish Renegade Uptown Comedy Club 
© Planet Newtons Lawrence Welk Show Fear in America Confronting Violence Lonesome Pine Special Wholey Austin City Limits 
CD Auction Continues Cont'd Auction Auction Continues 
m TkneTrax Kung Fu: The Legend Major League Baseball: Detroit Tigers at Minnesota Twins Cops Cops Comic Strip Live 
CD Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Americas Most Wanleo Cops Cops Code3 Code3 News Down Shore Comic Strip Live Lifestyles-Rich 
ESPN Horse Racing: CaMdrman Sportscenter Stanley Cup >layoffs: Wales Conference Division Semifinal Basketball Baseball Sportscenter Boxing 




s 428 Wooster 353-1045 
 1 * 
SOUTH SIDE SIX 
LOTTERY AND CONVENIENCE STORE 
We Have All of 
Your Graduation 
Party Needs! 
V Beer (B.G.'s Largest 
Selection of Imports) 




Where The Party Starts 
737 S. Main 352-8639 




DROP OFF SERVICE 
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER OPEN 9AM-9PM 
709 S. Main Street 
Expires April 00, 1993 Napoleon 
wa.T, April ",im 11 lMM«*UflUiM 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30         2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Tomorrow Real Estate News Video Prof. Movie: "The WKby Conspiracy PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open 
o Best Years Pet Con Meeting Place Canada Hymn Sing Grizzly Adams Stanley Cup Playoffs: Smythe Division Semifinal - Flames at Kings 
ID Real Estate Face Nation Toledo Newsmakers Don Lewis Showcase Sheets Kingdom PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open 
© Toledo Front Paid Prog HSQuiz NBA Snow NBA Basketball: Chicago Bulls at New York Knicks                         |NBA Basketball: Teams to Be Announced 
ffl Larry Jones Week-David Bnnkley Used Cars Stanley Cup Playotls: Norris Division Semifinal Gymnastics: Work) Championships 
© Tony Brown Destinos Firing Line Contrary Mathnet: Dummy Pre-School Education Market Editors One on One McLaughlin Best Nat I Geo 
SD Newtons Long Ago One on One Adam Smith Old House Old House Cooking Gourmet Painting Sewing Lawrence Welk Show Travels 
69 TBA TBA TBA TBA Belvedere Boss' Movie:   Blondie' Code3 Code3 Down Shore Sightings Stghtings 
© American Gladiators Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Movie: "Silver Bullet Beverly HiHs. 90210 Star Trek: Next Gener 
ESPN Reporters Sportscenter NFL Draft 
THC Awakenings   Cont'd Movie    Red Heal                                                           |Movie:   Double Trouble"                         |Movie:   Hangin With the Homeboys"      | Movie: "That's We" 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie:   Call of the Wild Ne»s Siskel Arsemo Hall 
o Bonanza Stanley Cup Playotls: Norns Division Semifinal  - Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leafs Venture CBC News Auto Racing: San Marino Grand Prix 
ID News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie: "Call of the Wild News Wealth Movie: "Missing Pieces" 
CD News NBC News Ross Perot Happened I Witness Video Movie:   Born Too Soon News Street Justice Front Run. 
m ABC News Wealth Videos Dinosaurs Day One Movie:   Tightrope" Wealth NewWKRP Sports Siskel 
m Lawrence Welk Show Ghostwriter Ghostwriter Nature Masterpiece Theatre Healing and the Mind Wholey Dame Edna Experience1 
09 Ghostwriter Ghostwriter Austin City Limits Nature Darling Buds of May Masterpiece Theatre Masterpiece Theatre Sign-Ofl 
03 Star Trek Next Gener. Parker L. Shaky G In Color Herman Married.. Herman Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Flying Blind Edge Untouchables 
09 Martin In Color Stanley Cup Playotls: Norns Division Semifinal - Red Wings at Maple Leals News Sports Extra Sightings Sightings Pistons K. CopeKnd 
ESPN NFL Draft Sportscenter Baseball Tonight Major League Baseball: Boston Red Sox at California Angels Sportscenter Tennis: Monte Carlo Open 
TMC That s Life   Cont'd Movie:   Awakenings                                                       |Movie    Gross Anatomy" Movie:   Red Heat" 
MONDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet-Life Shade Bob Murphy B. Good Advice 1 Northern Exposure News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
O CBC News Odyssey Stanley Cup Playoffs: Adams Division Semifinal CBC Prime Time News Night Heat 
CD News CBS News Heart Attack Jeopardy! Shade Bob Murphy B Good Advice Northern Exposure News Grvens Home Shopping Spree 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur. Affair Fresh Prince Blossom Movie: "Blind Side" News Tonight Show 
m Rush L ABC News Weaitn Family Feud FBI-Story This Just In Homefront Commish RushL H. Patrol NighHme Used Cars 
m All Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Travels Medicine at the Crossroads EaslEnders Charlie Rose 
CD Reading MacNeil/Lehr at Newshour Sandiego Cosmos Medicine at the Crossroads Served Charlie Rose 
CD Full House Roseanne Married Roseanne TBA Mapr League Baseball: Detroit Tigers at Kansas City Royals In the Heat ol the Night Studs 
CD Roseanne Golden Girls Married Boss? Movie: "Polio* Academy 3: Back in Training" News Murphy B Star Trek: Next Gener Hunter 
ESPN Th'breds Up Close Sportscenter Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston Cup  - Hanes 500 opO©OW©0K Baseball Sportscenter Motorcycles 
TMC Movie: "Turner & Hooch" Movie: "The Silence of the Lambs                                 j Movie    Taxi Driver Movie "Hous e Party 2" 
Worth 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
ison your public 
station, Channel 
27. Check the 




WHY SHOULD YOU 
COME TO OUR SALON? 
Our continuous training in the latest techniques and trends in hair 
color, perms, cuts and styles enables us to recommend the precise 
service or product that fits your special needs. We're here to serve 
you in our full-service Matrix Essentials salon. 
.TAPE*C0c, 
fr 
A   *¥T IIAIK STUDIO 
A3#VEL    141 m- booster 
354-8533 
$2.oo off Haircut 
mtmtm  yfMrix 
Imports    lm'   Records laWs 
!••       C om|>«u I I)is< s 
Local MusicVK 
f    r     I 1    - 
Postcards 
/    Rock & 
Tye Dye Shirts 
Videos   / $1.00 off \ Stickers 
"■".      / vv this AD N. 
/on items priced SB nn or moi :   No limilll^V  if- 
/ E»plros4 29 93 ^V 
'Sale, special order co«ignmert, or trade: cxcljdcd^V 
|i*Mf,«»rim,nfi 12 
TUESDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30        9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News You Bet-Ule Rescue 911 Movie: "The Price She Paid" News Newhart ArsenioHall 
o CBC News On Road Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conference Division Semifinal CBC Prime Time News Night Heat 
CD News CBS News Givens Jeopardy' Rescue 911 Movie: "The Price She Paid" News Forever Knight Shopping 
© News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur. Affair Reasonable Doubts Dateline News Tonight Show 
m RushL. ABC News Cops Family Feud Full House Wealth Roseanne Delta Were Expecting Rush 1 H  Patrol Nightline Used Cars 
m Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehref Newshout Nova Frontline Journal EastE riders Charlie Rose 
m Reading MacNeil/Lehtef Newshout Sandiego Nova Frontline                                                    Cambodia Served Charlie Rose 
m Full House Roseanne Married... Roseanne Tigers Major League Baseball: Detroit Tigers at Kansas City Royals In the Heat of the Night Studs 
SD Roseanne Golden Girts Married.. Stanley Cup Playoffs: Norris Semifinal News Murphy B. Star Trek: Next Qener. Hunter 
ESPN NBA Today Up Close Sportscenter Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conference Division Semifinal Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced 
TMC Movie: "That s Entertainment1   Com 0                          |Movie: "The Fisher King" Movie    Gooc Morning. Vietnam" 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet-Lile How d They Do That? In the Heat of the Night 48 Hours News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Street Cants Stanley Cup Playoffs: Adams Division Semifinal CBC Prime Time News Movie: "My First Wife" 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy! How'd They Do That? In the Heat of the Night 48 Hours News Dangerous Curves Shopping 
CD News NBC News EM. Tonight Cur. Affair Unsolved Mysteries Movie: "Moment of Truth: Why My Daughter?" News Tonight Show 
© RushL. ADO  rlOWS Cops Family Feud Wonder Y Home Free Home Imp Coach Sirens RushL H. Patrol Nightline Used Cars 
9 All Purposes Business MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour Vet American Playhouse Fisher Journal Charlie Rose 
CD Reading MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Vet Longest Hatred Taping Time for Teachers 
CD Full House Roseanne Married... Roseanne Beverly rWls. 90210 Melrose Place Star Trek: Next Gener. Night Court In the Heat of the Night Studs 
CD Roseanne Golden Girls Married... Boss? Beverly Hills. 90210 Melrose Place News Murphy B. Star Trek: Next Gener Hunter 
ESPN Inside PGA Up Close Sportscenter Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Semifinal Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced 
TMC Movie: "Late lor Dinner                                                 |Movie: "Father of the Bride"                                         | Movie:   Annie Hall Movie: "The Taking of Beverly Hills 
*' 
THURSDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News You Bel-Lile Top Cops Street Stories Picket Fences                      News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Don Cherry Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conference Division Semifinal CBC Prime Time News Movie: "Au Revoir. Les Enfarrts" 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy' Top Cops Street Stories Picket Fences News Silk Stagings Shopping 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cur. Affair Cheers Wings Cheers Seinfeld LA. Law News Tonight Show 
w RushL. ABC News Cops Family Feud Movie: "Mattock: The Final Affair" Primebme Live RushL. II  Patrol Nightline Used Cars 
CD Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am Univ. Forum Mystery! Millennium: Wisdom Univ. Forum Charlie Rose 
CD Reading MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Old House Thursday Mysteryi Mystery! Served Charlie Rose 
CD Full House Roseanne Married Roseanne Simpsons Martin In Color In Color Star Trek: Next Gener Night Court In the Heat of the Night Studs 
CD Roseanne Golden Girls Married... Stanley Cup Playoffs: Norris Semifinal News Murphy 8 Star Trek: Next Gener Hunter 
ESPN Sr. PGA Up Close Sportscenter Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conference Division Semifinal Baseball Sportscenter Motorcycles 




Monday - Wednesday: 10-5 
Thursday - Saturday: 10-9 
<Wr\ Call lor an appointment   r,(= 
-|<2»rSF 




New Shipment In 
Books - Crystal Jewelry 
Candles - Chinese Exercise Balls 
Tarot Cards - Gemstones 
David & Coral Callahan 
BEER 
cloirqmQfl 
Family Owned and Operated 
425 E. Woosjer Open Every Niqht till I 8111 
Cafe Shadeau 
CHECK US OUT FOR LUNCH! 
Soup & Sandwiches 
on butler croissants 
We have turkey, ham, chicken, tuna fish, and 
chicken salad with your choice of cheeae 
also: potato salad, cole slaw and chips 
FREE Iced Tea or 
. Lemonade w/any Sandwich Purchase I 
902 E. Wooster     352-2392 
